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1. National Sunday Laws

King Clovis I ascended to the Frankish throne. He would found the Frankish Empire. He was the son of the Frankish king Childeric I, and Clovis established the Merovingian Dynasty over the Franks. The Merovingians ruled over the Franks by right of ancient bloodline. They were known by their long hair and their tribal symbol was a great spear. The Merovingians believed themselves to be the blood descendants of King Solomon of Israel. While this may have been state propaganda, the Merovingins were indeed related to the people of Pontus, being descendants of Benjaminites of Israel. They were also related to the Franks and had priorly lived in Germany and Greece. Their dynastic emblem was that of the Fish and Lion, some believing it was the Lion of Judah. The Merovingian Dynasty actually began with the grandfather of Clovis I named Meroveus, Childeric I being his son. Clovis I literally begins the history of the French.

1. March of the Titans 182; 2. The Spear of Destiny 44-45; 3. The Dragon Legacy 143; 4. Rule by Secrecy 326-328

Theodoric leads the Goths into Italy in a military-migration campaign, the Italians and Romans now realizing how futile their hopes are in the renewal of the Empire. (1)
immense that it is recorded that in their travels they only lost 2000 wagons. (1) The Germans under Odoacer attempted to oppose the Goths but they were beaten in a series of battles as the Goths penetrated the Alps into Italy. This invasion of Italy is calendrically linked to two events in history involving the Cursed Earth system of 414-year epochs. This was 1242 years (414x3) from the founding of Rome in 753 BC, and 414 years after the White Huns invaded northern India and the Saka Calendar began, the Huns blood-related to the ancient migrating Israelites.

Also in this year the Chinese scholar Zu Chongzhi calculated π at 3.1415926 or 3.1415927, the most accurate estimate made up to this time. (2) This is further evidence of the brilliance of the Chinese mind, an intellect hampered by a culture that has incessantly opposed progress.

1. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 135; 2. Human Accomplishment 188

493 AD (4387 AM): 1613 Before Armageddon/ 2731 After Flood

Agents of Theodoric, king of the Ostragoth in Italy, killed Odoacer, the German who had conquered Rome in 476 AD. He was assassinated at a banquet. Theodoric is made king over all Goths throughout Italy, a force of 200,000 men not including women and children. (1)

1. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 138

495 AD (4389 AM): 1611 Before Armageddon/ 2733 After Flood/

Pope Gelasius I boldly wrote the new Emperor, Theodoric, and told him that there were two powers in the earth: the secular Roman governmental power now administered by Theodoric, and the spiritual power of the papacy of Rome. Pope Gelasius then went to to inform Theodoric that the Papal power was the greater of the two. In the Synod in May of this same year the Pope assumed the title Vicar of Christ. (1) The rise of the Papacy was the chief contributing power that caused the Dark Ages and its continuance.

1. The Jesus Papers 85

496 AD (4390 AM): 1610 Before Armageddon/ 2734 After Flood/ 1944 After Exodus/ 1080 Fall of Judah/ 540 Roman Julian/ 420 Saka Calendar/ 20 Fall of Rome

The Burgundians were known as the Alemanni and were the fiercest people in Europe. They invaded Gaul and the Franks led by Clovis I, a Merovingian king, lead the defense of the realm. The Franks were forced to retreat but Clovis counterattacked and killed the leader of the Alemanni, defeating them. The Franks extended their own kingdom by annexing all the realms of the Alemanni, their Gallic holdings. (1) Clovis I, third Merovingian king, converts to Christianity and the Franks then become a Christian nation: ancient France. (2) This year was 1944 years After the Exodus in 1447 BC, or 108x18 years, and 1080 years after the Fall of Judah in 585 BC. This was 720 years after the ancestors of the Franks in 225 BC were slaughtered by the Romans in the Battle of Telamon.

In this final year of Pope Gelasius of Rome he produced the first list of officially-prohibited books, those damned by the Roman Church. (3)

1. The Merovingian Mythos 12; 2. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 55-56; 3. The Decline of the West p. 317;
3. The Mask of Nostradamus 49;

499 AD (4393 AM): 1607 Before Armageddon/ 2737 After Flood

In this year a Buddhist priest returned from a land that was 8000 nautical miles east of China, calling this far away land Fusan. His story was entered into the Chinese annals and his descriptions of geography, people, plants and animals match those of Central America. (1)
1. 1421 p. 145

503 AD (4397 AM): 1603 Before Armageddon/ 2741 After Flood/ 27 Fall of Rome

For 1080 years the Irish kings had been crowned upon Lia Fail, known as the Stone of Destiny, an ancestral relic stone believed to be that rock brought to the isles by migrating Israelites in antiquity. A coronation stone said to date from the life of Jacob (Israel). The Scottish king of Argyll moved the stone from Ireland to Scotland in this year, his name being Kenneth Mac Alpin. He began a dynasty of Scottish kings that would last until 1286 AD, ending with Robert the Bruce whose grandson, Robert II would begin the Stuart Dynasty. (1) It was believed that the Lia Fail was brought to ancient Ireland about 583 BC by a Hebrew prophet escorting a Judahite princess. (2)

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 184; 2. Today, Tomorrow and the Great Beyond 156

506 AD (4400 AM): 1600 Before Armageddon/ 4176 Jewish Calendar/ 2744 After Flood

Under Anastasius seated at Constantinople the New Testament books and writings of the Church fathers were edited and "retouched," the originals destroyed. (1)

1. The Christ Conspiry 26

507 AD (4401 AM): 1599 Before Armageddon/ 2745 After Flood

Clovis I of the Franks attacks the Goths lead by Alaric ten miles outside of Poitiers after a flaming meteor was seen suspended in the sky. This Frankish invasion of Gothic-occupied France resulted with the sacking of Toulouse. Clovis and Alaric engaged in one-on-one combat under the Heroic Code, a Bronze Age-Israelite institution. Clovis killed Alaric and the Goths retreat leaving Clovis of the Merovingian Dynasty in control of all of France. (1) The Franks and Visigoths inhabited the lands that would be called Spain and France. The Visigoths of Spain would remain for 204 years (2448 months) until the invasion of the Moors in 711 AD. Later European historians claimed that the comet/meteor seen by the Franks when they won the Battle of Poitiers was like the pillar of fire that guided the Israelites in the wilderness. Further, if these annals be credible, when the Franks seigeed Angouleme, at the sound of their trumpets a spectacular miracle occurred when the walls of the city collapsed, which had occurred in 1407 BC when the Israelites invaded Canaan at Jericho. (2)

1. The End of Empire 274; 2. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 68-69

511 AD (4405 AM): 1595 Before Armageddon/ 2749 After Flood

King Clovis I died, third king of the Merovingian Dynasty. His sons were Theudoric, Chodomir, Childebert and Lothar. (1) The ancient Frankish people were originally known as Cimbres, or Cimbre and Cambri (2), a name linking them to the archaic German families descended from the Cimmerians who were actually Samaritans, or Israelites of Samaria. These people were also called Gauls. Antecently the lands known as France were settled by migrants that left the ruins of Troy in 1229 BC, a people who named the major cities Troyes after Troy and Paris after the Trojan hero who carried off Helen of Troy. (3)

1. Rule by Secrecy 328; 2. The God-King of Europe 17; 3. Rule by Secrecy 326

515 AD (4409 AM): 1591 Before Armageddon/ 2753 After Flood

Approximate date for when Beowulf sailed and travelled to King Hrothgar's court in Denmark. The historicity of the Beowulf epic is the subject of Bill Cooper's excellent book After the Flood. Beowulf was a Geat, a descendant of the Getae, a people of the earlier Massagetae and Gimmeri (Samaria of Israel).
516 AD (4410 AM): 1590 Before Armageddon/ 4554 Orbital Chronology/ 3888 Olmec Calendar/ 3330 Anno Pyramid/ 2754 After Flood/ 1260 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1100 Fall of Judah/ 828 Seleucid Calendar/ 560 Roman Julian/ 440 Saka Calendar/ 252 Coptic Calendar/ 40 Fall of Rome

King Vortigern of Britain was at constant war with the Picts and Scots to the north and made a fatal mistake for his sovereignty. He invited King Hengist of continental Germany to send troops to aid him in defeating his domestic foes. In all, 300,000 Saxons answered the summons and sailed over to Britain, conquering them as well as the Angles that had settled the coasts. The Saxons were anciently known as the Saks in the Near East, a people directly descended from the Israelites who had been deported by the Assyrians. The origin of the term Saks was with their patriarch, Isaac [Itshak]. Interestingly, even over a century after this Saxon invasion of Britain the Anglo-Saxons and the Franks of Gaul could still understand each other's speech. (1)

The calendrics for this date establish the Israelite pedigree of the Saxons. The Assyrians deported the Ten Tribes of Israel in 745 BC, exactly 1260 years before 516 AD invasion of Saxons. And this invasion into Britain was exactly 1260 years before the founding of the greatest Israelite-descended Anglo-Saxon Empire in the world, in 1776 AD, the United States of America. This 516 AD year was 666x5 years (3330) after the Great Pyramid was finished in 2815 BC (1080 AM). Interstingly, this was 144 years after the Huns invaded in 372 AD.

1. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 111, 110

517 AD (4411 AM): 1589 Before Armageddon/ 2755 After Flood/ 1447 Divided Kingdom/ 1229 Orbital-Alteration

This is date in the Welsh Annals of King Hywell (10th century AD) for the Battle of Badon led by Arthur of the Britons who defended against the invading Saxons. (1) The invasion of Britain continued in this year. This was 1447 years after Israel and Judah split in 931 BC, 1447 being the date of the Exodus of Israel from Egypt. Also, this was 1229 years after the Judehites were spared Assyrian takeover of Jerusalem in 713 BC, 1229 BC being the date of the Fall of Troy. London was originally named New Troy [Troyanovia].

1. Ancient Mysteries 450

522 AD (4416 AM): 1584 Before Armageddon/ 5760 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4830 Phoenix Chronology/ 4560 Orbital Chronology/ 3960 Descent of Watchers/ 3894 Olmec Calendar/ 3360 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2760 After Flood/ 46 Fall of Rome

The Anunnaki planetNIBIRU passes back through the inner solar system after 60 years above the ecliptic, descending back into the Deep completing its 792 year orbit. Also in this year, planet PHENIX passes through the inner solar system completing its 138 year orbit. This is the ONLY year in all of world history fix in the past and in the future that these two intruder planets pass through the inner system at the same time. Several devastating earthquakes struck Olympia in Greece. (1) The calendrics for this year are prominent and the effect these two intruder worlds had on earth was probably not recorded effectively. Europe and the Near East were entering a Dark Age with literacy at an all-time low. There is evidence, though no dates are specified, that in the Americas at this time there was a great destruction visited upon those cultures.

1. The Naked Olympics 191

525 AD (4419 AM): 1581 Before Armageddon/ 2763 After Flood/ 1300 Olympiad Year

An earthquake felt throughout Europe damaging several cities. (1) This was 1300th year of the Greek Olympiad Calendar.

1. The Medieval World 200
526 AD (4420 AM): 1580 Before Armageddon/ 2764 After Flood/ 1110 Fall of Judah/ 450 Saka Calendar/ 50 Fall of Rome

The Western Roman Emperor, Theodosius, died in Rome. Italy erupts in civil war and anarchy. (1) This civil war will endure 28 years, to 554 AD. The civil unrest and collapse of the political structure empowers the Church of Rome as people seek the guidance of the priests and Popes because of the inability of the secular government to provide security. The King of Israel Great Orbit train of comets and debris enters the inner solar system. In May 29th a massive earthquake rocked the Jewel of the East, the famed city of Antioch in Syria. As the ground trembled flames fell from the sky and a horrible stench bubbles up from the sea (hydrogen sulfide?) according to John of Ephesus. (2) This archaic, cosmopolitan city caught fire and thousands were burned alive while trapped in the rubble. In the several days after the disaster bands of robbers plundered, raped and murdered many survivors. The total death toll estimated at 250,000 in Antioch alone.

In this same year the scholar Dionysius Exiguus created a new calendar based off of the now, widely accepted Christian story, the Anno Domini, or Year of Our Lord, Calendar. He calculated as Year 1 AD to be the 754th Year of Rome, thinking that was the birth of Jesus. He was a year off but the mistake seems to have been deliberate, or divinely inspired. This year begins the entire method of calculating dates BC, or BCE, and AD, or CE. Prior to this year the calendar had never been centralized, but different nations employed their own systems. This is the accepted calendar first of the entire Western World, and later the calendar adopted by the ENTIRE WORLD.

1. March of the Titans 136; 2. Voyages of the PyramidBuilders 213

527 AD (4421 AM): 1579 Before Armageddon/ 2765 After Flood

Justinian begins to rule as Emperor in Constantinople over the Eastern Empire. He would rule to 565 AD and be an infamous ruler who would marry a prostitute—a courtesan actress who was equally notorious.

529 AD (4423 AM): 1577 Before Armageddon/ 2767 After Flood

Emperor Justinian over the Eastern Greek Empire had the Platonic Academy shut down after 900 years of service in education and dissemination of the arts and sciences. It was considered the oldest university in the world.

532 AD (4426 AM): 1574 Before Armageddon/ 2770 After Flood/ 1244 Orbital-Alteration/ 576 Roman Julian/ 56 Fall of Rome

Emperor Justinian was hated by both political parties in Constantinople, called the Blues and the Greens. These factions, enemies, united in an effort to overthrow Justinian. Justinian was considered thoroughly wicked. He had executed his political adversaries and sent out agents all over the empire to falsely accuse the rich and wealthy of imaginary crimes so the Treasury could confiscate their money and property. Innocents were imprisoned, banished and killed to fill his own coffers. Justinian bled the people of Constantinople and surrounding domains with excessive taxes, enslaved and sold those who could not pay their debts and elevated in power and authority those evil men who helped him falsely accuse others to acquire their wealth. He paid agents handsomely to cover his wife's tracks as she continually abducted people off the streets. Theodora was a beautiful dancer-turned-prostitute and as the wife of Justinian she had secret dungeons constructed where she confined her personal prisoners and did to them whatever she will. These people were never seen alive again. Justinian suspended the best laws that protected the rights, privileges and immunities of the people and by decree forbade the Jews to observe Passover, abolishing formerly all the laws of the Hebrews. (1) Procopius, author of the Secret History, was alive and personally believed that Justinian was the Lord of Hell himself in the form of a man. Procopius wrote that Justinian did not eat, though he had the greatest foods available. He abolished the
Roman consulship.

The conspiracy by the leaders of the Blues and Greens led to the Nika Rebellion in this year, five days of chaos and anarchy in Constantinople (ancient Byzantium). The people rioted in the streets, the military was attacked by civilians, even women dropping rocks and pots from windows and roofs. The prisons were opened, the priesthood and temples raided and the Heruli guards in the city who worked for Justinian burned some churches and the fervor of the people heightened at this sacrilege. Much of the city burned and many people escaped across the Bosphorus to Asia Minor in the five days. The St. Sophia church and outer Palace were burned, but not completely. About 30,000 people were killed in the chaos. Justinian's troops established control, put down the insurgents and all the conspirators met with terrible deaths. (2)

Also in this year according to John of Ephesus, "The sun became dark and its darkness last for eighteen months. Each day it shone for about four hours, and still this light was only a feeble shadow." Everyone declared that the sun would never recover its full light again." (3) A Roman writer named Cassiodorus Senator wrote that, "The sun seems to have lost its wonted light, and appears of a bluish color. We marvel to see no shadows of our bodies at noon..." (4) Scientific analysis of ice core samples taken from Iceland determine that there was a major build-up of volcanic ash in the atmosphere in the years 533-534 AD (5), which, considering the actual date was 532 AD according to those alive at the time, this is amazingly precise, for the dust-veil would have lasted into 533 and 534.

In this year according to Gibbon in his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, the gigantic and moody whale named Porphyrio was found dead, washed ashore at the mouth of the river Sanqaris. He was 10 cubits wide and 30 cubits in length. This Porphyrio was of the habit of attacking ships at the Bosphorus Strait.

1. Procopius 28:10-12 p. 182; 2. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 187; 3. Atlantis and the Kingdom of the Neanderthals p. 121; 4. ibid p. 121; 5. The Vikings 308; 6. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 215

533 AD (4427 AM): 1573 Before Armageddon/ 2771 After Flood

Emperor Justinian dispatches his greatest general, Belisarius, to Africa against the Vandals of Carthage. Belisarius defeated the Vandals returning to Constantinople with vast wealth, among these being the seven-branched candlestick of the Jews taken from Jerusalem in 70 AD and then from Rome in 455 AD. Belisarius had invaded in 600 ships. Procopius in The Vandal War wrote that "...a remarkable wonder was observed, for throughout the whole year the sun shone like the moon, with no radiance, as though in perpetual eclipse." (1) This supports the testimonies of John of Ephesus and Senator mentioned in 532 AD. This same dimming of the sun was mentioned by the Chinese. By this time there is widespread starvation, famine spread across the world as the dust-veil caused crop failures throughout the entire year.

1. The Vikings 308; 2. ibid p. 308

534 AD (4428 AM): 1572 Before Armageddon/ 2772 After Flood/ 270 Coptic Calendar

Starvation is global; famine afflicts China in the east, over Asia and Europe, Africa to the Americas. Two years of failed harvests depopulated the world and contributed greatly to these situations that caused the Dark Ages, the lack of civilization and its institutions like literacy and record-preservation.

535 AD (4429 AM): 1571 Before Armageddon/ 2773 After Flood/

Kosmas Indikopleustus wrote that the center of civilization before the Flood was located over the western sea from Europe. He wrote of these continents in the west, the Americas, before the post-Roman world was aware of them.
536 AD (4430 AM): 1570 Before Armageddon/ 2774 After Flood/ 460 Saka Calendar/ 60 Fall of Rome

General Belisarius of Constantinople is the Eastern Empire's greatest and most beloved General. In the 60th year according since the Fall of Rome to the Germans in 476 AD according to Edward Gibbon, Pagi, Evagrius and Nicephorus Callistus, Belisarius invaded Italy and defeated the Goths, taking Rome. The keys of the Eternal City are given to Emperor Justinian of the Eastern Empire. (1) Belisarius was respected and loved by his soldiers and for this reason Justinian and Theodora feared him. The general was known for his distribution of wealth to the poor after military campaigns and for ordering his soldiers to aid in rebuilding cities and structures ruined during wartime operations. Belisarius was brave, cunning, expert in war, loyal to a fault for his own Emporer was unfaithful to him, allowing an intrigue by his wife and Theodora's friend, Belisarius' own wife, that got the general killed. Belisarius conquered the Goths, the Vandals, refused their most beautiful women, remained faithful to Antonina his wife though she did not return this fidelity. He subdued Italy, Africa, many islands, capturing those that had been under Genseric and Theodorus. A genius who filled Constantinople with the wealth of nations, he himself fell by the conspiracy of his wicked wife.

Pamphlet in England and Ireland, lasting until 538 AD. A plague further decimates Africa, Egypt, India and Syria as well as the Near East. We can assume that this epidemic was also in China and probably the Americas.

1. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 282

538 AD (4432 AM): 1568 Before Armageddon/ 3650 Mayan Calendar/ 1944 Year of Israel/ 1080 Buddhist Calendar

460 Saka Calendar/ 2776 After Flood/ 62 Fall of Rome

Emporer Justinian of Constantinople of the Eastern Greek Empire declared the Pope in Rome to be the sovereign ruler of all Christendom, further decaling the Pope to be sovereign over Rome itself. This literally fulfilled the prophecy of Daniel concerning the emergence of the "little horn" that was diverse from the first 10 horns (kingdoms) that would rise up and begin to oppress them. This was the start of the Papacy and the official beginning of the Roman Catholic Papal Office, made possible only because General Belisarius had driven the Ostrogoths away from Rome. This was predicted in the text of the Apocalypse, which read that this power would exercise dominion over the European (Ten Kings) nations for 1260 years. This 1260 years also ended in accordance with prophecy when in 1798 AD Napoleon Bonaparte had the Pope put in chains and took his authority. The Revelation text reads that this ruler would be identified by the number 666, and the Pope in Latin was called VICARIUS FILII DEI, which are also numerals adding up to 666. (1) A further link between the Apocalypse descriptions of this oppressive civil-religious power that would oppress the descendants of Israel, the Ten Kingdoms of Europe, is the fact that the Roman Papal system is seen as a rich Whore sitting astride (a vulgar symbol anciently for females to sit astride an animal) a seven-headed beast. The Vatican actually minted a 100-lire coin that clearly depicts the Roman Church as a woman holding up a cup in her right hand, the same image represented by the Whore with the blood of God. (2) As Christianity has many precedents in Buddhism, we find it interesting that this was the year 1080 of the Buddhist Calendar, a sum related to ancient Israel and the earlier Sethites.

This is the date in the Welsh Annals of King Hywell of Wales (10th cent. AD) for the Battle of Camlann where King Arthur, leader of the Britai Britons, died. Further, a plague afflicted Britain and Ireland. (3) According to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in this year was a strange eclipse of the sun and the stars appeared in daytime. (4) Because computer simulations reveal that no total solar eclipse occurred in this year, historians have discredited these annals, however, as historical records around the world attest, the sun has darkened many times and not by any motion of the moon (close transiting objects cast their shadows on Earth).

4. Voyages of the Pyramid Builders 214
539 AD (4433 AM): 1567 Before Armageddon/ 2777 After Flood

The Persians capture the Syrian city of Antioch, now a predominantly Christian city. Antioch is called the Jewel of the East, one of the four major metropolitan cities of the old Roman Empire.

540 AD (4434 AM): 1566 Before Armageddon/ 4848 Phoenix Chronology/ 2778 After Flood/ 276 Coptic Calendar/ 64 Fall of Rome

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle of Britain records that a total eclipse of the sun occurred again. (1) Because computer projections demonstrate that the moon did not eclipse the sun at this time over Britain, these annals have met with scorn. But we know that a locally transiting object could have cast the earth in shadow, an object other than the moon. Also in this year began what has come to be called Justinian's Plague (probably bubonic). The eastern Roman Empire controlled by Constantinople suffered a plague that came from the east and would last 52 years to 592 AD. 540 AD is half of 1080.

1. Voyages of the Pyramid Builders 214

542 AD (4436 AM): 1564 Before Armageddon/ 3380 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2780 After Flood/ 2440 After Babel/ 1948 Year of Israel/ 66 Fall of Rome

The Justinian Plague at its height. Procopius wrote that the plague had fallen upon the whole world. (1) The Far East, India was laid waste by the disease, Palestine, Syria and Asia Minor depopulated and Procopius wrote that the plague killed thousands inside the city of Constantinople. This plague is said to have wiped out half the population of Europe. (2) This was the year 1948 since Israel became a nation in 1407 BC, 1948 Annum Mundi being 1947 BC when Abraham was born, and 1948 AD is the year that Israel in the 20th century would become a nation again. This was also 1260 years since the Ten Tribes were deported by the Assyrians in 721 BC. This was the 66th Year year since the Fall of Rome, or 792 months.

In this year the British historian Gildas asserts Christianity was introduced into Britain in the last year of Tiberius Caesar, or in 38 AD. (3) This is also the date that King Arthur and his knights in the Battle of Kamblan died fighting their enemy Mordred, who was also defeated. (4)


547 AD (4441 AM): 1559 Before Armageddon/ 2785 After Flood

The Gothic King Totilla took the city of Rome back, most of Italy and Sicily. This was 11 years after Belisarius drove off the Goths and gave Emperor Justinian the keys to the city of Rome.

550 AD (4444 AM): 1556 Before Armageddon/ 2788 After Flood/ 1480 Divided Kingdom/ 74 Fall of Rome/ 24 Anno Domini Begun

Procopius finished his The Secret History, about Emperor Justinian and his sinister wife, Theodora, a book written in private because of the contents, which would have guaranteed that he die a very unpleasant death. He and other writers of the time tell of the huge, violent whale named Porphyry that had ruined many ships during a 50-year period. (1)


The Huns invaded northern India in this year in the 476th year of the Indian Saka Calendar.
Calendar. The Huns were an Israelite-descended people who had invaded Europe in 372 AD, exactly 180 years earlier. This was 1998 years (666x3) after the Israelites fled Egypt in the Exodus in 1447 BC, and this Hun invasion was 1296 years (432x3) after the Ten Tribes were deported in 745 BC by the Assyrians. Further, this year was 864 years (432+432) of the Greek-Syrian Seleucid Calendar that began in 313 BC. This was also 288 (144+144) of an Egyptian Coptic Calendar that started in 264 AD. This was the year 552 AD, 552 being a Phoenix Cycle. Also in this year the Goth King Totilla who took Rome in 547 AD was killed.

1. Procopius, Secret History p. 62

554 AD (4448 AM): 1552 Before Armageddon/ 4224 Jewish Calendar/ 3666 Mayan Calendar/ 2792

After Flood/ 2000 After Exodus/ 28 Anno Domini Begun

Emperor Justinian of Constantinople in the east invaded Italy and took Rome from the Goths, ending 28 years of anarchy and military takeovers. (1) He founded the Imperial Restoration of the Roman Empire, the first of several historic attempts to rebuild the historic Roman Empire. This was precisely 500 years before the 1054 AD rift between the eastern Orthodox and Western Roman churches. This was the 2000th year since the Exodus of Israel from Egypt in 1447 BC.

1. March of the Titans 136

559 AD (4453 AM): 1547 Before Armageddon/ 2797 After Flood

General Belisarius of Constantinople had been forced into retirement by a conspiracy and the fear and mistrust of Emperor Justinian. But the Huns surrounded the walls of Constantinople and Justinian was forced to recall Belisarius to defend the city. The Huns are repelled.

1. Procopius, The Secret History p. 21

565 AD (4459 AM): 1541 Before Armageddon/ 2803 After Flood

Historians attest that all three famous figures died in this year, Emperor Justinian, Belisarius, and the chronicler Procopius, author of The Secret History. Historians also estimate that as many as a hundred million people lost their lives to the natural catastrophes during Justinian and Theodora's 40 year reign as well as due to their violent policies, their criminal acts, wars and famine. (1) In this year was the first official sighting of the Loch Ness Monster by a man that would later become St. Columba, who is said to have subdued the creature, which impressed a local Pictish king.


566 AD (4450 AM): 1540 Before Armageddon/ 2804 After Flood/ 490 Saka Calendar/ 90 Fall of Rome/ 40 Anno Domini Begun

Gregory of Tours recorded that brilliant lights appeared around the sun and the heavens appeared to be on fire. Some believe this date to have been 567 AD. (1) Also the Aztec-Spanish chronicler Ixtlilxochtl recorded that the Toltec city of Tollan in Mexico was in this year founded after the people underwent a period of migration. (2) Came from the north.


568 AD (4452 AM): 1538 Before Armageddon/ 2806 After Flood/ 1320 Year of Rome/ 880 Seleucid Calendar/ 92 Fall of Rome

The Lombards flooded into northern Italy over the Alps and conquered the Ostrogoths. They founded their own kingdom. (1) The Germanic Lombards (LongBeards) were of fiersome appearance and they maintained the faith that Wotan, their Teutonic god, bestowed upon them divine favor for their long beards. (2) The Teutons, though Germanic, were a branch of the Celts. Initially loathed, the Lombards quickly became civilized. (3) Their kingdom involved the northern half of Italy. The Lombards at Milan established a pillar where their kings were coronated,
a tradition shared by the other Germans. (4) The coronation of a king who placed his hands on a pillar was an ancient Israelite institution with examples found in the Old Testament. Lombardy was founded 1320 years (660+660 or 440x3) after 1407 BC when the Israelites invaded Canaan and settled in the land. As 92 years after the Fall of Rome in 476 AD by the Germans, this was 1104 years 5 months (552+552).


581 AD (4475 AM): 1525 Before Armageddon/ 2819 After Flood

The Sui Dynasty in China began, lasting 37 years to 618 AD.

596 AD (4490 AM): 1510 Before Armageddon/ 4680xRomanxJulian/ 2834 After Flood/ 520 Saka Calendar/ 1383xRomanxJulian/ 120 Fall of Rome/ 70 Anno Domini Begun

The Roman Church of the Papacy introduced Catholicism into Britain in this year through its agent Augustine, but as a purer form of Christianity was already widespread throughout the land the Romanized faith remained unpopular. The Catholic faith would never have a stronghold in England, for both popular and later monarchical reasons, as kings of England have rarely gotten along with the Papacy.

The government of the Saxons ruled the Britons and Angles but the religion of the locals, Christianity, quickly overtook the Saxons. As the Saxons kingdoms of Essex, Wessex and Sussex were begun, the East Saxons, West Saxons and South Saxons, they absorbed Christianity like a sponge.

600 AD (4494 AM): 1506 Before Armageddon/ 2838 After Flood/ 2046 After Exodus/ 1530 Divided Kingdom/ 1344 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1184 Fall of Judah

Isidore of Seville wrote in his Etymologies that the wooden remains of Noah's ark were still to be seen upon Mount Ararat. This book was an encyclopedic reference work. (1) Priorly, over 500 years before this, Josephus had said the same thing. In this year Venantius Fortunatus claimed that Britain was evangelized by Paul. (2) At this time on up to about 800 AD it was a common belief among European nobility that the various migrating peoples wandering throughout Europe were the Israelites of the Old Testament. In fact, at this time the Lombards were viewed as the New Israel. (3)

1. The Incredible Discovery of Noah's ark 161; 2. St. Paul in Britain 106; 3. History in Quotations 117

606 AD (4500 AM): 1500 Before Armageddon/ 2844 After Flood/ 2052 After Exodus/ 130 Fall of Rome/ 80 Anno Domini Begun

Emperor Phocas, a murderous usurper, conferred upon Pope Boniface III the title Universal Bishop, decreeing that the Papacy is the greatest and central authority of Christianity. (1) The Papacy enjoys civil endorsement for 1260 years to the year 1866 AD when the European powers take the power of the Papacy.

1. History of the First Council of Nice p. 36, Popery: Poe of the Church 40

610 AD (4504 AM): 1496 Before Armageddon/ 2848 After Flood/ 2066 2016 Year of Israel

A merchant of the Hashemite branch of the ruling Quraysh clan of Arabia named Mohammed began preaching a series of revelation, laying the foundation for Islam.

614 AD (4508 AM): 1492 Before Armageddon/ 2852 After Flood/ 2060 After Exodus/ 138 Fall of Rome

The Persians under the Shah Cossroes II invaded Palestine and took Jerusalem. (1) Jerusalem
was at that time under the Eastern Roman Empire of Constantinople. The city was not defended by Jews, but by Christians who were treacherously dealt with by the local Jews who aided the invading Persians. After the Persian takeover the Christian churches and shrines were burnt and the Jews led in the slaughter of the Christian population. (2) This Persian invasion against the west was 1104 years (552+552) after 491 BC when the Persians under Darius also invaded the west. This was 138 years (Phoenix orbit) after the Fall of Rome in 476 AD, or 1656 months (6 552x3).

1. History in Quotations 106; 2. Iron Curtain Over America 194

618 AD (4512 AM): 1488 Before Armageddon/ 3456 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2856 After Flood/ 930 Seleucid Calendar

The Tang Dynasty emerged in China, which would last 288 years (144+144) to 906 AD. Under this dynasty China would enjoy an increase in arts, sciences and inventions.

622 AD (4516 AM): 1484 Before Armageddon/ 2860 After Flood/ 2520 After Babel/ 1552 Divided Kingdom/ 666 Roman Julian/ 96 Anno Domini Begun

Arab leaders in Mecca planned an assassinating the religious reformer Mohammed but the plot is revealed and Mohammed escaped to Medina, which was then known as Yathrib, where the majority of his followers were gathered. The flight of Mohammed is called his hijrah, which became the foundation year for the Islamic lunar calendar, the Hijrah. This lunar calendar herein is only counted in solar years for the use of tabulation throughout Chronicon. This year signalled the emergence of an Arab-Ishmaelite Empire, the first Semitic Empire to emerge in over a 1000 years. The last great Semitic culture fell in 146 BC in northern Africa, Carthage.

As the start of a calendar this year's calendrics are compelling. This was 2520 years (360x7) after the tribes of the earth fragmented into migrating nations in 1899 BC. The Olympiad Calendar began in 776 BC, and this was 1552 years (1000+552) after Israel and Judah split in 931 BC, 1552 years being 776+776 years. Further, this year as 622 Anno Domini is half of 1244, and adding 1244 to 622 AD is 1866 AD when the European power subdue the Roman Catholic oppressive power. Further, this is the 666th year of the Roman Julian calendar. 622 first become significant before the Flood as the year that the prophet-chronologist Enoch was born, in 3273 BC (622 AM).

626 AD (4520 AM): 1480 Before Armageddon/ 2864 After Flood/ 670 Roman Julian

The Avars attack Constantinople, seat of the Eastern Roman Empire, but are unable to breach its walls, first built by Theodosius in 413 AD and rebuilt in 447 after an earthquake. (1) This was 3552 months (296 years) after Constantine made Byzantium (Constantinople) the sea of the Roman Empire. 3552 is 1776+1776 months. This was exactly 1104 years (552+552) after 479 BC when the Greeks defeated the invading Persians.

1. The End of Empire 139

628 AD (4522 AM): 1478 Before Armageddon/ 4000 Olmec Calendar/ 2866 After Flood/ 1380 W Year of Rome/ 552 Saka Calendar/ 102 Anno Domini Begun

Mohammed, prophet of Allah and torch of Islam, wrote letters to all the known kings of the world. Messengers took his letters to all the courts and kings of the Middle East, northern Africa, the Near East to Persia and northern India, Asia Minor and Palestine. The letter called upon all kings of the earth to acknowledge Allah as the One True God, and Mohammed, his prophet. (1)

1. A Short History of the World 158, 163
Chronicon 12 630 AD

630 AD (4524 AM): 1476 Before Armageddon/ 2868 After Flood

The Greeks under Heraclius recovered Jerusalem from the Persians. (1) This was exactly 300 years after Byzantium of the Greeks became the capital of the Roman Empire in 330 AD. The taking back of Jerusalem was 1244 years (622+622) after 615 BC when the Persians and Medes attacked Assyria with the Cimmerians (Israelites formerly of Samaria). This was 960 years after Alexander of Macedon became the king of Persia in 331 BC.

1. History in Quotations 106

632 AD (4526 AM): 1474 Before Armageddon/ 3744 Mayan Calendar/ 2870 After Flood/ 1407 Olympiad Year/ 1344 Orbital-Alteration/

Mohammed died, prophet of Islam. The epithet of prophet was not in the Israelite sense in that Mohammed predicted the future, for he did not. Unlike Old Testament prophets, Mohammed was a teacher and reformer, not a seer. The Arabs, under the banner of Islam, began attacking the Middle East and making incursions into Europe.

633 AD (4527 AM): 1473 Before Armageddon/ 2871 After Flood

Throughout Europe news had spread how the Jews dealt treacherously with the Christians who defended Jerusalem against the Persians. King Dagobert of the Merovingian Dynasty gave the Jewish element in his kingdom the choice to either convert to Christianity or go into exile. (1). This was the 600th year after the Crucifixion Event in 33 AD.

1. The God-Kings of Europe 70

634 AD (4528 AM): 1472 Before Armageddon/ 2872 After Flood/ 2080 After Exodus/2040 Year of Israel/ 108 Anno Domini Began

The Arabs defeat the Emperor Heraclius’s army by Byzantium in the Battle of Yarmuk, which is quickly followed by Arabic invasions of Syria, Damascus, Palmyra, Antioch and Jerusalem again. (1)

1. The Decline of the West 114, A Short History of the World 164

637 AD (4531 AM): 1469 Before Armageddon/ 2875 After Flood

Jerusalem retaken by the Muslims of Arabia, called the Saracens. Islamic armies conquer Damascus and Ctesiphon (1) and then turn east to Persia. General Rustam of Persia meets the Arabic army with war elephants and for three days the armies clash at Kadessa until the Persians are routed. (2) The Arabs eventually push all the way to eastern Turkestan until they even meet the Chinese.

1. The Decline of the West 114; 2. A Short History of the World 164

638 AD (4532 AM): 1468 Before Armageddon/ 2876 After Flood

In this year the Arabic army under Caliph Omar attacked Jerusalem and the city surrendered. The Caliphate office were those Islamic leaders seen as successors of Mohammed. (1) This year was 1400 years (700+700) after the destruction of Jerusalem in 763 BC by earthquake, and 1400 years before the year 2038 AD when an Muslim invasion will attack Jerusalem. This was 700 years after 63 BC when Rome annexed Jerusalem and Judea in

1. Wars That Changed the World 32

640 AD (4534 AM): 1466 Before Armageddon/ 3456 Anne Pyramid/ 2878 After Flood/ 1224 Fall of Judea/ 684 Roman Julian
641 AD (4535 AM): 1465 Before Armageddon/ 2879 After Flood

Islamic army under Caliph Omar invades Egypt. The Saracens are established in Alexandria and Egypt. (1) By this time the famous Library of Alexandria had been sacked so many times by Christians and Romans that most of the valuable books were already scattered throughout the Mediterranean and Europe. History books are full of how Omar ordered the destruction of the Alexandrian Library and for this reason many priceless books were forever lost, but the true is that the books were already censored and burned by the decree of bishops, Roman Emperors and Popes. Further, the story of Omar burning the treasured books was nonexistent for 500 years and did not surface until mentioned in the 13th century by a Christian bishop named Abulfaragius of Guba. (2) The Muslims did indeed burn many Christian texts, many times at the promptings of Jewish antagonists, but the destruction of Christian texts was actually caused by the Roman Catholic agents in their centuries-long campaign to censor any writings in opposition of their own. This invasion of Egypt was exactly 1320 years (660+660), or 7920+7920 months, after 680 BC when King Esarhaddon of Assyria invaded Egypt and took Thebes. In this year too a Muslim army invades northern India.

1. The Decline of the West 114; 2. Our Sun-God p. 13

644 AD (4538 AM): 1462 Before Armageddon/ 2882 After Flood/ 168 Fall of Rome

The famous Dome of the Rock is built on Temple Mount in Jerusalem, a huge Muslim mosque. This was exactly 1600 years (40x40) after the Israelites under King Jedidjah (Solomon) assembled at the dedication ceremony for the Temple in Jerusalem in 957 BC. The Arabs were popularly regarded as children of Abraham as were the Israelites, and this year was precisely 2520 years (360x7) after the institution of the Abrahamic Covenant in 1877 BC.

645 AD (4539 AM): 1461 Before Armageddon/ 2883 After Flood/ 1229 Fall of Judah

The Greek Christians of Byzantium assembled a massive fleet and invaded Egypt, taking back the city of Alexandria from the Saracens. Interestingly, the Egyptian Sothic Cycle was 1461 years, and this was 1461 years to the end of the prophetic timeline of 6000 years that ends in 2106 AD.

647 AD (4541 AM): 1459 Before Armageddon/ 2885 After Flood

The Arabian Muslim army conquers the city of Carthage. (1) This amazingly was the 792nd year after 146 BC when the Romans conquered Carthage.

1. The Decline of the West 114

652 AD (4546 AM): 1454 Before Armageddon/ 2890 After Flood/ 1404 Year of Rome/ 576 Saka Calendar/ 176 Fall of Rome

The canonical text of the Quran, the holy scriptures of Islam, is fixed by the Caliph Uthman, who destroyed all the other versions and documents attributed to Mohammed. The Quran known today is the product of extreme censorship. (1)

1. The Discoverers: Boorstin 540

660 AD (4554 AM): 1446 Before Armageddon/ 4968 Phoenix Chronology/ 4032 Olmec Calendar/ 2898 After Flood/ 2106 After Exodus/ 1404 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1244 Fall of Judah/ 396 Coptic Calendar/ 184 Fall of Rome

Planet Phoenix passes through the inner solar system completing its 138 year orbit. This is the height of the Dark Ages and literacy is at an all-time low. Records are not kept and those that were made at this period largely did not survive. This year is 184 years after the Fall of Rome, or 2208 months (552x4).
672 AD (4566 AM): 1434 Before Armageddon/ 2910 After Flood/ 1447 Olympic Year/ 984 Seleucid Calendar/ 408 Coptic Calendar

The Muslims, having lost Alexandria to the Christians of Constantinople (Byzantium), launched a navy from Egypt against Constantinople. They would continue to send navies to harass and attack Constantinople until 718 AD. This is exactly 1332 years (666+666) after 666 BC, the very year Byzantium was founded.

676 AD (4570 AM): 1430 Before Armageddon/ 2914 After Flood/ 1260 Fall of Judah/ 600 Saka Calendar/ 200 Fall of Rome

The Islamic army conquers the city of Samarkand. (1) Samarkand was New Samaria, a city built and occupied by deported Israelites some time between 740-610 BC. This was exactly 1400 years after the Seige of Samaria began in 723 BC, and 1260 years after the Fall of Judah in 585 BC to Babylon. It was from Samarkand that the waves of Cimmerian migrations departed that filled Europe with vast populations of wandering peoples.

1. The Decline of the West 114

679 AD (4573 AM): 1427 Before Armageddon/ 2917 After Flood

King Dagobert II of the Merovingian line over the Franks returned from exile in Ireland where he had been taken priorly due to a church conspiracy to have him killed. In this year he reclaimed the throne over the Franks but Mayor Pepin the Fat at the Roman church's prompting had him killed by being glanced through the eye. Backed by the Papacy, Pepin passed the rule of the Frankish Empire over to his son Charles Martel, thus beginning the Carolingian Dynasty over old France. (1) The Merovingian line began with Meroveus, then his son Childeric and Meroveus' grandson Clovis I. The dynasty lasted over the Franks about 200 years.

1. The Merovingian Mythos 13

684 AD (4578 AM): 1422 Before Armageddon/ 2922 After Flood/ 208 Fall of Rome

A comet appeared this year according to the Nuremberg Chronicles that was published in the year 1493 AD. (1)

1. Introduction to Comets 4, 386

692 AD (4586 AM): 1414 Before Armageddon/ 5000 Phoenix Chronology/ 2930 After Flood/ 1404 Orbital-Alteration/ 216 Fall of Rome

The unusual Mayan king Pacal Votan died in this year and the Maya built the Temple of the Inscriptions over his sarcophagus. Pacal Votan commemorated as the greatest king of the Maya. His tomb would remain hidden under the pyramid for exactly 1260 years when discovered by accident in 1952 AD beneath 13 corbelled vaults that embody the concept of the 13 heavens of the Mayan cosmology. The multi-ton sarcophagus lid has an elaborate engraving of Pacal Votan that has give rise to the Ancient Astronaut Theory so popular in the 20th century. Pacal Votan was a mystery. In his tomb was found a statue of a Caucasian in long robes with a beard (gotee), facial hair being nonexistent among the Maya. (1) Further, Pacal Votan was said to have been a foreigner who had arrived among the Maya by ship. (2) The sarcophagus was huge, once holding the remains of a man who had stood at least 8½ to 9 feet tall. The lid of the sarcophagus itself was 5 tons. (3) It was also in this year that the Roman Church in the Fifth Council of Constantinople replaced the ancient image of the Jesus crucified on the cross to the picture of a man crucified. (4) This year was the 5000th of the Phoenix Chronology, and 1200 years after the founding of the Republic of Rome in 509 BC.

700 AD (4594 AM): 1406 Before Armageddon/ 2938 After Flood/ 2106 Year of Israel/ 1242 Buddhist Calendar/ 744 Roman Julian
The Council of Constantinople solemnly condemned the use of images, idols and representations, ordering their removal from the churches. (1)

1. Popery: Foe of the Church 172

710 AD (4604 AM): 1396 Before Armageddon/ 2948 After Flood/ 234 Fall of Rome
Crossing the Mediterranean by fleet the Muslim Arabic invasion of Spain begins. (1) The European Jews of Spain and France know in advance of the invasion by virtue of their communicatio network with the Jewish communities in the Near East, northern Africa and Persia as well as Damascus. By this time Arabic armies have invaded deep into Africa and butchered whole villages forcing the black Africans to convert to Islam. The black males are trained in Islamic doctrine and Arabic military tactics and the Muslims raise an entire army of black militants known as the Moors, who participated heavily in the invasion of Europe. This was exactly 1200 years after 491 BC when the Persians invaded the west, and 1188 years XXX (108x11) after 479 BC when the west (Greeks) defeated the invading Persians.

1. The Decline of the West 114

712 AD (4606 AM): 1394 Before Armageddon/ 2950 After Flood/ 1296 Fall of Judah/ 756 Roman Julian/ 186 Anno Domini/ 90 After Ḥijrah
For almost two years the Moors made inroads into Spain, slaughters all those Christian communities that resisted their rule. The Europeans are beaten back in the Battle of Xeres. The Moors overran the strongholds and cities. All throughout Spain the Moors subdued the Christians and made the local Jews their masters, placing into positions of authority the Jews that had aided their causes. This occurred in Córdova, Granada, Malaga and other cities. At Toledo, as the Christian population was praying for peace and protection against the Moors in their churches, the local Jews flung open the city gates and allowed the Muslims into the city unopposed. (1) This occurred on Palm Sunday. The Jewish animosity against the Christians and white europeans in ancestral, dating to even before the civil war of 931 BC when Israel and Judah split, however, the Jews at Toledo were particularly loathe of the Christian population because of the policies of King Recared who refused to allow the wealthy Jews to own Christian slaves. The Jews sought to have slave holdings as they had in other countries. King Recared had already been stressed over the sizeable Jewish population in his Visigothic realm, a people who refused to assimilate with the Visigoths, who maintained their nation-within-a-nation status. He was further dismayed that the Jews would not Christianize. (2) This was the 1296th year since the Fall of Judah to Babylon in 585 BC, or 432x3 years. This was also the 90th year (1080 months) of the Islamic After Hijrah Calendar begun in 622 AD.

1. Iron Curtain Over America 195; 2. Ibid p. 195

713 AD (4607 AM): 1393 Before Armageddon/ 2951 After Flood/ 1488 Olympiad Year
Pope Constantine formerly cursed by decree all those who would deny veneration to images and idols that the Roman Church has approved. (1) This was in CONTRXENIA contravention to the edicts of prior councils. The debate within the church over idolatry continued.

1. Popery: Foe of the Church p. 172

716 AD (4610 AM): 1390 Before Armageddon/ 2954 After Flood/ 1460 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 240 Fall of Rome
About 800 Arab warships attacked Constantinople but only a very few made it back to their ports. The Greeks had a secret weapon for their navy known only as "Greek Fire," an incendiary that burned ships quickly and once started was almost impossible to put out. (1) This year was 2592 years (863x3) after institution of the Abrahamic Covenant in 1877 BC. It was also
the 1460th year of the Post-Exilic Chronology (began 745 BC) and the 1224th year since the founding of the Republic of Rome in 509 BC, which Constantinople inherited. Finally, this was 240 years after the Fall of Rome.

1. Technology of the Gods 224

720 AD (4614 AM): 1386 Before Armageddon/ 2958 After Flood/ 244 Fall of Rome

The Moors were controlled by the Saracens of Egypt and the Saracens took their orders from the Muslim Arabs who had mostly as their base of operations in the wars of Islam the ancient city of Damascus, the seat of Umayyad authority. Damascus sent instructions to the Arabs in southern France to conquer the realm of the Franks. (1) Reinforcements from the Visigothic realm of Spain were sent into southern France along the warfront while the Jews secured their control over the Christian Europeans that the Moors had subdued. Spain experienced a population explosion of Jewish communities as Jews sailed in from ports all around the Mediterranean as new spread about the utopia they had in Spain. Christians were again sold as slaves to the local Jews and a market was established where Jewish merchants trafficked in white slaves exported from Spain. The Arabic scholar Al-Makkari wrote, "Whenever the Muslims conquered a town, it was left in the custody of the Jews." (2) This lead to growing Jewish population centers at Cordova, Tarraconae and Granada. This was the year 1600 after the founding the Israelite capitol city of Samaria in 881 BC. Further, this was exactly 1440 years (720+720) after 721 BC when the last of the Ten Tribes of Israel were deported as prisoners slaves into Assyria as the kingdom of Judah remained intact.

1. Decline of the West 317; 2. The God-Kings of Europe 72

731 AD (4625 AM): 1375 Before Armageddon/ 2969 After Flood

The Anglo-Saxon scholar known as the Venerable Bede published his History of the English Church and People, a serious work of history that does not at all mention King Arthur. (1) Bede also declared that the Julian Calendar was slightly off, being in error 11 minutes and 14 seconds too long causing an error of a day every 128 years. At this time he was ignored and modification to the calendar would not be performed until 1582 when the Gregorian Calendar succeeded the Julian.

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 34

732 AD (4626 AM): 1374 Before Armageddon/ 5040 Phoenix Chronology/ 4104 Olmec Calendar/ 2970 After Flood/ 776 Roman Julian

The Islamic army made a critical mistake in their European campaign. They had completely overrun the Visigothic realm, created a Jewish utopia and occupied southern France. Here they should have stopped. Instead they invaded the empire of the Franks which was ruled by Charles the Hammer (Martel), a successor to the Merovingian kings. This was 236 years after the Frankish people converted to Christianity after the lead of their king, Clovis I. Charles Martel was the grandfather of the famous Charlemagne. Charles ruled almost all of Europe north of the Alps from the Pyrenees to Hungary. The Arab army won several battles, took many towns and fortresses and even marched almost all the way to Paris, but Charles the Hammer stopped their onslaught. (1) He defeated the Saracens at Tours-Poitiers and thus ended Muslim expansion in Europe. The Frankish victory over Islam is exactly 1044 years after the start of the Greek Seleucid Calendar in 313 BC, just as it is 1044 years before the founding of the Israelite-descended Anglo-Saxon-French Empire of the United States of America in 1776 AD.

The Japanese record strange phenomena in the heavens, earthquakes and an epidemic. §(2) This was the year 5040 (2520+2520) of the Phoenix Chronology, or 360x14 years.

1. The Decline of the West 114; 2. History in Quotations 123
Chronicon

734 AD (4628 AM): 1372 Before Armageddon/ 2972 After Flood/ 208 Anno Domini

After the defeat of the Saracens and Moors in France a widespread white European animosity toward the Jews arose for their participation in letting the Muslim atrocities in Spain and southern France. As this was the Dark Ages we have few records, but the picture emerging is one of terror on the part of the Jews, who saw their own lives in peril should the Muslims pull all the way out of Europe. White enslavement, confiscation of properties and even the abduction of beautiful Visigothic females would guarantee that the Jews would be dealt with harshly. The communication network of the Jews was international and centuries before any other nation or nationality. Ships full of Jewish people and their belongings took off from European ports and gathered to vanish over the western Atlantic, to "...an unknown and uninhabited land." (1) Some called their destination Calalus and the general consensus among researchers is that the Jewish fleets sailed to Central America. A fleet of Jews also fled Rome. (2) What is interesting is that the very next year is 735 AD, being 1447 years after 713 BC when the Judahites (ancestors of the Jews) were delivered from the Assyrians under Sennercherib. The year 1447 BC was the year of the Israelite Exodus, calendrically inferring here that the fleets of Jews in their own exodus made it to their American destination in 735 AD. Further, 735 AD is 600 years after the Jewish population of Judea and Jerusalem is exterminated by the Romans ending the Bar Kochba Rebellion in 135 AD. Because the historical presence of this Jewish population in the early Americas has not been verified we can assume they perished likewise. This voyage in 734 AD was 1736 years (434x4) after the founding of the Throne of David in 1003 BC, 434 years being a Judged Time period. Also, this date was 2520 years (360x7) after Jacob (Israel) and Esau were born in 1787 BC.

The Japanese report again that in this year strange phenomena with earthquakes were seen in the skies. (3)


735 AD (4629 AM): 1371 Before Armageddon/ 2973 After Flood/ 1447 Orbital-Alteration

Albinus Alcuin born (died 804 AD), a widely known Anglo-Saxon scholar who would be highly regarded for his erudition. He would study an ancient Hebrew copy of the Book of Jasher and translate it into Latin. The copy he translated, which survives today, is not to be confused with those forgeries of the Book of Jasher that later caused the academic world to lose interest in the original text. The Book of Jasher provides the full account of the Exodus and wandering of Israel out of Egypt in 1447 BC, and this is 1447 years after the Assyrians were destroyed outside Jerusalem in 713 BC.

740 AD (4634 AM): 1366 Before Armageddon/ 2978 After Flood/ 476 Coptic Calendar

The Japanese continue to document strange phenomena in the skies and earthquake activity in this year and in 741 AD. (1)

1. History in Quotations 123

743 AD (4637 AM): 1363 Before Armageddon/ 2981 After Flood

In the Irish Book of the Four Masters we find recorded that strange stars appeared in the sky. (1) This coincides with the Japanese accounts. In this year appeared the 2046 AD NIBIRU Comet Orbit train that broke free of NIBIRU's gravitational strewn field in 522 AD.

1. Round Towers of Atlantis 60

744 AD (4638 AM): 1362 Before Armageddon/ 2982 After Flood/ 1488 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1056 Seleucid Calendar/ 480 Coptic Calendar/

The Irish Book of the Four Masters records that in this year there were seen numerous stars that fell from the sky. (1) This year is precisely 1296 years (432x3) before the next global
cataclysm involving stars falling to the earth causing great destruction in 2040 AD when planet Phoenix transits between the sun and earth. This Anno Domini year of 744 is 1488 years (744 + 744) after the Israelites were deported by the Assyrians in 745 BC.

1. Round Towers of Atlantis 60

749 AD (4643 AM): 1357 Before Armageddon/ 2987 After Flood

The Japanese complete the largest bronze statue in the world, a 72 ft. high 550-ton Buddha covered with 50 pounds of gold. It still remains the largest bronze statue on earth. (1) The Umayyid authority over the Islamic Arabic world yields when As-Saffah becomes the first Caliph of the Abbasid Dynasty, a reign dynasty that would endure exactly 476 years to 1225 AD. (2)


751 AD (4645 AM): 1355 Before Armageddon/ 2989 After Flood

The Roman Church enforced the Donation of Constantine, a totally fictitious document made "official" merely because the Roman Church sought the power. The document was purported by the Church to be written by the hand of Constantine the Great before his death in 337 AD. The bogus document claimed that Constantine gave the entire power and wealth of the Roman Empire to the Church, including the right to crown and dethrone kings. Though the majority of the royalty throughout Europe had believed it to have been a forgery perpetuated by the Roman Church, the Papacy had by this time become so powerful that this move and assumption of power went unopposed. Amazingly, this document "surfaced" exactly 414 years, a Cursed Earth period, after Constantine died and the documented was supposed to have been written in 337 AD. One of the moves of the Church was to depose the Merovingians over the Franks, which Charles the Hammer represented. With this move the divine right of kings became the divine right of the Church and all royalty who opposed the Church from this point onward were ruthlessly removed. Lorenzo Valla studied the Donation of Constantine and revealed that it was a fraud from its inception, for it was written using biblical passages quoted from the Latin Vulgate Bible compiled by Jerome who was born two decades after Constantine died, therefore the document had to have been composed at the very earliest 50 years after the death of Constantine. (1) Valla would publish his findings on the fraud in the year 1440 AD.

1. The Dragon Legacy 89

754 AD (4658 AM): 1352 Before Armageddon/ 2992 After Flood/ 2200 After Exodus/ 2160 Year of Israel/ 1296 Buddhist Calendar/ 490 Coptic Calendar/ 132 After Hijrah

In the Seventh Greek Council at Constantinople the practice of idolatry in the Church was again condemned. Constantine V burned idols and demolished the walls of churches that had on them images and idols of Christ and the Virgin Mary. (1)

1. Popery: Foe of the Church 172

756 AD (4650 AM): 1350 Before Armageddon/ 5994 Anunnaki Chronology/ 2994 After Flood/ 1500 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 800 Roman Julian/ 280 Fall of Rome/ 230 Anno Domini Begins

The main Mayan pyramid at Copan in Central America is completed in this year. (1) This is 5994 years after start of Anunnaki Chronology, or 666x9 a years. This was 144 months before the assembly of Mayan astronomers met in Copan in 762 AD.

1. The Lost Realms: Sitchin: Skywatchers in the Jungles

762 AD (4656 AM): 1344 Before Armageddon/ 6000 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4800 Orbital Chronology/ 4200 Descent of Watchers/ 3600 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 3000 After Flood/ 2208 After Exodus/
In 762 AD the Abbasid Dynasty over Islam that replaced the Umayyids relocated to Baghdad in Babylon. Islamic architects began laying out the city of Baghdad according to a plan. A fabulous new city emerged as a New Babylon, built by the wealth of kingdoms taken by the Arab armies that scourged Africa, the Mediterranean, the Near East, Spain and Asia. The Muslim Empire would spread out with Baghdad as its capital, the seat of the Caliphate.

In this year the Jewish Exilarch Solomon died, the leader over the exiled Jews living in Persia. His hereditary successor was Anan ben David but the elders rejected him, opting to install his younger brother Chananya as Exilarch. Anan fled to Palestine and founded his own synagogue, calling upon the Jews everywhere to abandon the corrupt Talmud and obey only the inspired Word of God, found in the Pentateuch (Genesis through Deuteronomy). His sect became influential and known as the Karaites, or Adherents to the text. Anan's views on Jesus were positive and he urged Jews to resist the corrupt Rabbinate, for he thoroughly believed that the Jewish rabbis were modern Pharisees bent on propagating the traditions of men rather than the words of God.

Also in this year of 762 AD Mayan astronomers from several cities in Central America assembled at the city of Copan. Detailed pictorial reliefs in stone depict the event and a Mayan date is offered on Alter Q that corresponds to AD 762-763. Sixteen skywatchers attended this important meeting. Whatever was decided is unknown, but it was important enough that in the following year of 763 steles were erected commemorating the event in all the major cities of the Maya. The Mayan skywatchers were the civilization's chronologists, and this year was one of astounding calendrical alignments.

This year was the 6000th of the Anunnaki Chronology, or 600x10 years. It was the 4800th year of the Orbital Chronology, and 4200 years since the Watchers descended to earth before the Flood. This was 3600 years after the Nephilim-Anunnaki Dynasty began before the Flood in 2839 BC and this year was also the 3000th year since the Great Flood. This 3000 years was 600x5 years. This rift in the Jewish faith was 2208 years after the Exodus in 1447 BC and Israelites receiving the Law. What the Maya observed or concluded is unknown, but the significance of this year is also connected to the ancient Four Sun traditions of all the native American cultures. 762 AD is 1344 years (792+552) to the end of the timeline given to archaic humanity, ending 2106 AD, the 6000th year from mankind's banishment in 3895 BC. But 762 AD was also 1344 years after the last time Phoenix appeared in the Four Sun Age traditions, in 583 BC when it darkened the sun as recorded by Herodotus.

In this year Judaism experienced a rift, Babylon had a new beginning, Islam established a capital city and the Maya on the other side of the world established the astronomical, thus the chronological, significance of 762 AD.

1. The Decline of the West p. 249; 2. A New look at God's Calendar p. 55-56, Dankenbring (Triumph); 3. The Lost Realms: Skywatchers in the Jungles: Sitchin

768 AD (4662 AM): 1338 Before Armageddon/ 4140 Olmec Calendar/ 3880 Mayan Calendar/ 1480 Orbital-Alteration/ 1080 Seleucid Calendar/ 504 Coptic Calendar
Charles the Great becomes king over the Franks, the grandson of Charles Martel. This is Charlemagne, who claims descent from the Merovingian kings. He rules much of Europe, over France, Germany, regions of Spain, Italy and Austria. This most famous of early European kings began his reign on a very calendrically important year. Not only was the the 1080th year of the Greek-Syrian Seleucid Calendar, but also 1488 years (744+744) after the last of the Ten Tribes of Israel were deported by the Assyrians in 721 BC, whose descendants were now directly under the rule of Charlemagne.

772 AD (4666 AM): 1330 Before Armageddon/ 3010 After Flood/ 296 Fall of Rome
Emporer Charlemagne imposes Christianity upon all Saxony, or northwestern Europe, the regions now called Germany. This was not a peaceful endeavor. The Franks invaded German territories and forced villages and kingdoms to convert to Christianity. No alternatives were provided and Germans and Vikings in the far north developed a hatred for the Franks and the God of
the Christians, regarding Him as an enemy war-deity. This religious-invasion campaign of Charlemagne literally initiated what was to follow—the Viking invasions. This year was 276 years (138+138) after Clovis I of the Merovingian Dynasty of the Franks converted to Christianity with the Frankish Annals in 496 AD.

774 AD (4668 AM): 1332 Before Armageddon/ 4444 Jewish Calendar/ 4146 Olmeæ Calendar/ 3012 After Flood/ 2220 After Exodus/
Charlemagne leads the Franks against northern Italy and conquers Lombardy, the kingdom of the Lombards (Long Beards) who had defeated the Goths and settled there 206 years earlier in 568 AD. The Franks (French) continue their excursions into the norther regions of Europe in their campaign to force the population to convert to Christianity. This year was 666+666 years (1332) Before Armageddon in 2106 AD. This was the 4444th year of the ancient Jewish Calendar, and also the 444th year since Constantinople became the seat of the Roman Empire in 330 AD. The sum of 444x4 is 1776, and counting 1776 years before this year we arrive at the establishment of the Throne of David in 1003 BC. 444x5 is 2220, which, this being 774 AD was the 2220th year since the Great Deluge in 2239 BC.

775 AD (4669 AM): 1331 Before Armageddon/ 3013 After Flood

In the Royal Frankish Annals we find the Christian Franks attacking the Saxons in a series of severe battles trying to force them to accept Christianity. (1)

1. The Vikings 50

782 AD (4676 AM): 1324 Before Armageddon/ 3020 After Flood/ 160 After Hijrah

The Saxons rebelled against the Frankish power, defeating them in battle. Charlemagne retaliated by forcibly deporting many Saxons and he had others, thousands of them, baptised and then promptly executed. (1) The Saxons continued to resist the enforcement of Christianity until 804 AD.

1. The Vikings 51

786 AD (4680 AM): 1320 Before Armageddon/ 4224 Descent of Watchers/ 3888 Vedic Calendar/ 3600 Anno Pyramid/ 3024 After Flood/ 1530 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 260 Anno Domini Begun

Muslim Caliph of Baghdad named Harun al-Rashid came to power (until 809), the same ruler written about in the now world-famous The Arabian Nights. This caliph corresponded with Charlemagne, even sending gifts. This act was not done in submission but as a demonstration of his own prestige and wealth. (1)

1. A Short History of the World 176

787 AD (4681 AM): 1319 Before Armageddon/ 3025 After Flood

The Second Council of Nicea established once and for all that idolatry was accepted in the Roman Catholic Church. To complete this wicked act the Church of Rome presumed to expunge the second of the Ten Commandments and then rewrote the Tenth Commandment, splitting it into two commandments to complete the ten. (1)

1. Planet in Rebellion 24

789 AD 4683 AM): 1317 Before Armageddon/ 3027 After Flood

Charlemagne ordered all pagan manuscripts throughout his European empire to be destroyed. (1) This is exactly 396 years (half of 792) after the purging of books at Alexandria in 393 AD. In this year three strange ships appeared off of England's coast and when a king's sheriff
tried to compel them to come to shore but they killed him. This was England's first contact with the Danes, the most powerful of those called the Vikings. (2)

1. Elder Gods in Antiquity 301; 2. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 260-261

793 AD (4687 AM): 1313 Before Armageddon/ 3031 After Flood

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records that huge streaks of bright flames raced across the sky along with terrible comets (flying dragons) that brought a famine. These seen over Northumbria. (1) Off the Northumbrian coast occurred the first Viking attack. They looted a monastery at Lindisfarne on June 8th. (2) They went on to attack churches and killing people near them. This year is the first appearance of the Reuben Comet Group which broke free of NIBIRU in 522 AD. Alcuin, the Anglo-Saxon scholar, wrote about the Viking raids. (3) The name Viking derived from an Old Norse verb meaning "to move speedily," (vikja).

The Vikings of Scandinavia were in fact the people formerly of pontus, a people that immigrated many centuries prior, long after their great king Mithradates made war against Rome and died. The Viking Age that began at this time was due to a population explosion in northern Europe coupled with a lack of resources. Widespread poverty. According to tradition, lots were cast for ownership of lands and the losers were left with gathering men of similar fate to build ships and set out in search of new lands to settle their families. Some Viking men joined only to acquire adventure, wealth and foreign women. One in three families lost out on the lots and had to move on. (4) The Vikings have been painted by the brush of prejudice as barbarians, a race given to piracy and bloodlust. When the Vikings first set out on the shores of England and Scotland they burned the churches, the belltowers and Christian shrines because to the Viking mindset they were involved in a holy war against the Christian religion. Many historians have noted that the Vikings left many structure untouched, concentrating their violence against monks, priests, bishops, church structures and shrines. The Vikings knew about the Christian god, they knew that the German Saxons suffered much under the Franks who forced the Saxon population to convert to this strange and bloody God. To the Vikings there was nothing wrong with waging war against this heartless religion. The Saxons controlled England, their main kingdoms being Essex, wessex and Sussex, and these Saxons were intruders upon Briton lands as well.

According to the Frankish Annals of Fulda the Danes were the most powerful of the three Viking peoples referred to as the Northmen (Norse). (5) It is interesting that the animosity between the French and the Germans that endures even to this day had its origins with forced conversion to Christianity and the massacres Franks conducted on the German Saxons.

Muslim Caliph Haroun al-Rashid of Baghdad still ruled when paper was used as a medium for the written world. (6)


794 AD (4688 AM): 1312 Before Armageddon/ 4464 Jewish Calendar/ 3032 After Flood/ 2200 Year of Israel

Vikings fleet attacks the English town of Jarrow.

795 AD (4689 AM): 1311 Before Armageddon/ 3033 After Flood

Vikings attack the west coast of Scotland and St. Columba's Church on island of Iona. (1)

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 174
798 AD (4692 AM): 1308 Before Armageddon/ 3900 Vedic Calendar/ 3036 After Flood/ 1728 Divided Kingdom/ 1110 Seleucid Calendar

Planet Phoenix passed through the inner solar system completing its 138 year orbit. This was still the Dark Ages and no records for this year have been found. It may have been too far away to have been seen, meaning, Earth was too far along the ecliptic path around the sun, perhaps on the opposite hemisphere of the sun when Phoenix passed through.

800 AD (4694 AM): 1306 Before Armageddon/ 3038 After Flood/ 1552 Year of Rome/ 324 Fall of Rome

Pope Leo III of Rome crowned Charlemagne as the first Holy Roman Emperor on Christmas day. He was the grandson of Charles Martel. (1) At this time the royal house of Narbonne in the south of France closely allied to Charlemagne was regarded as descended from the House of David. This seems to be reflected in the Encyclopedia Judaica, which states that Narbonne was home to the Jewish Kings. (2) This line would produce Godfrey of Bouillon, king of Jerusalem after the First Crusade. (3) Also at this time the Jewish writer Eldad HaDani collected traditions about the migrations of the Ten Tribes of Israel and wrote them on what is known as the Cochin scroll. Even before his time Israelite tribes had populated eastern Europe, Bactria, around the Caspian Sea and Asia as various Scythian peoples. By now Albinus Alcuin, the Anglo-Saxon scholar, reformed Church liturgy and finished his Latin- from-Hebrew translation of the Book of Jasher.

This was the year 1460 since the founding of the Greek city of Byzantium, later to be called Constantinople where the seat of the Eastern Roman Empire lied.

1. The Merovingian Mythos 13; 2. The Jesus Papers xii; 3. Ibid p. xiii

803 AD (4697 AM): 1303 Before Armageddon/ 3041 After Flood

Ancient Dutch stories and traditions of a global flood and cataclysm are compiled into the Oera Linde Manuscript by Adela, the wife of a chieftain. She stood 7 feet tall. (1) The Dutch stories relate that the Great Flood was actually the final part of a massive cataclysm of stars falling from the sky.

1. Secret Cities of Old South America 360

804 AD (4698 AM): 1302 Before Armageddon/ 3042 After Flood/ 2800

A Saxon insurrection protesting Charlemagne's forced Christianity was put down by the Franks. (1) It was the oppression and ceaseless wars of the Franks against their Saxon cousins that planted a deep hatred of Christianity in the hearts and minds of the Vikings. Rumors and reports filtered through northern Europe at the atrocities committed by the Franks against the Saxons in their program to force the Saxons to accept the religion of Charlemagne. (2)

1. The Vikings 51; 2. The Vikings 53-54

806 AD (4700 AM): 1300 Before Armageddon/ 3044 After Flood/ 1736 Divided Kingdom/ 330 Fall of Rome/ 280 Anno Domini Began

The Chinese incorporate a paper money system. (1)

1. 1421 p. 82

813 AD (4707 AM): 1293 Before Armageddon/ 3051 After Flood

Al Mamoun begins ruling as Caliph of Baghdad of the abbasid dynasty. He is a scholar and researcher of scientific, philosophical and religious works of the Indians, Greeks, Romans, Christians and Arabic sages. He developed an acute fascination of the Great Pyramid at Giza, no doubt aware of the many Coptic records about the architectural complex. Also at this same time the Greek monks Methodius and Cyril evangelized Bulgaria and converted it to Christianity,
the king Romix Boris baptised. The rapid conversion was because these monks translated the Greek New Testament into the Bulgar language. (1)

1. The Albigensian Heresy p. 12

814 AD (4708 AM): 1292 Before Armageddon/ 3052 After Flood

On his way back from his 47th campaign and returning from Saxony, Charlemaigne and his men saw a comet flash across the sky (perhaps a large meteorite). At the same time at the palace of Aachen there were felt earth tremors. Charlemaigne was 70 years old and died soon after this. (1)

1. The Spear of Destiny 62

815 AD (4709 AM): 1291 Before Armageddon/ 3053 After Flood

The bishop of Lyons in an old French manuscript describes strange pictures appearing in the crop fields that he describes as works of the Devil. (1) Aside from the archaic traditions concerning circles created in wheat fields by the faery folk and strange lights like will-o'-wisp, this is the first written account about the crop circle phenomenon.

1. Crop Circles, Gods and Their Secrets 17

820 AD (4714 AM): 1286 Before Armageddon/ 3058 After Flood/ 1404 Fall of Judah/ 864 Roman Julian/ 744 Saka Calendar/

The Muslim Caliph of Baghdad Al Mamoun travelled from Babylonia (Iraq) to Lower Egypt and camped at the foot of the partially buried Great Pyramid of Giza. He employed laborers and promised that inside the pyramid was treasure. There was no apparent entrance to the Great Pyramid, but Al Mamoun knew that the ancient Egyptians and later Romans had access to a secret portal, a heavy stone door cleverly pivoted. This he could not find. His men spent six weeks tunnelling through the almost-marble hard limestone. On the verge of giving up their excavation of what was the same as solid rock, a clear thump was heard in the tunnel and the men renewed their efforts, tunnelling in the direction in which most agreed they believed the sound to have come from. They discovered the Descendant Passage which ran about 345 feet from the outside of the pyramid, which had been blocked, and a continuing tunnel under the pyramid plateus. This tunnel was known to the Egyptians, Romans and many others, in fact, this is the ONLY architectural feature replicated in all the other pyramids found around the world from Egypt, Libya and Central and South America. They were all designed with Descendant Passages and underground grottoes. But the accidental discovery of Al Mamoun was incredible, for the thump they had heard was a formerly unknown and cleverly concealed prism ceiling block that hid the entrance to the Ascendant Passage, a tunnel system UNKNOWN to ALL PYRAMID-BUILDING CIVILIZATIONS. This architectural feature of ascendant corridors and chambers in the Great Pyramid of Giza was NOT copied by any other builders. This means that by the time the ancients explored the inside of the monument and built their own versions of the pyramid, the granite plug prism was in place and the upper tunnels were UNKNOWN. The granite plug was one of a series of blockage plugs and they could have only been dropped in to place from above, meaning that much of the Great Pyramid had to have been finished before the plugs could have been slid into place. (1) In Chronotecture: Lost Science of Prophetic Engineering it is shown that there is a calendrical timeline encoded in the internal measurements of the Great Pyramid and that the tunnel entrance Al Mamoun discovered in this timeline is exactly at that juncture in the pyramid chronology identifying the AD year of 820. This is beyond coincidence, the pyramid timeline encoding the exact year that its internal ascendant passage tunnel would be discovered. Al Mamoun found no treasure but had money buried where his men could discover it and compensation for all they did. He may have been the first person to step inside the Kings Chamber and see the Empty Sarcophagus since the time of Abraham. He had an appreciation for the sanctity of the site and must have had his men fill the tunnel back in (but they left the entrance to the Ascendant Passage open) because
for centuries afterward no chronicler who had visited the Great Pyramid could find a way inside. Joseph Jochman wrote that when the pyramid was first entered there were salt encrustations an inch thick. Chemical analysis in modern times showed that some of this salt had a mineral content consistent with salt from the sea. (2) He also wrote that the medieval historian Biruni, writing in his treatise, "The Chronology of Ancient Nations," noted, "...the traces of the water of the Deluge and effects of the waves are still visible on these pyramids halfway up, above which the water did not rise." (3) In 1899 BC the Delta region of Lower Egypt emerged out of the Mediterranean, and the region was by the Egyptians called the Raised Land. The Giza complex had been under the sea for 340 years exactly, since the Deluge.

Also in 820 AD the first recorded Viking raiding occurred against the Frankish realm. The Vikings sailed up the Seine river, 13 ships, according to the Royal Frankish Annals. (4)


828 AD (4722 AM): 1278 Before Armageddon/ 6066 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4200 Olmec Calendar/ 3066 After Flood/ 352 Fall of Rome

A former refugee at the court of Charlemagne, Egbert, who is English, becomes the King of England. He is recorded in history as England's first king, his seat at Wessex. This year is 414+414 Anno Domini. The Vikings continue their raids around England, Scotland and off the coast of Ard Cianachta according to the Irish Annals of Ulster the Vikings slaughtered an unusual amount of porpoises. (1) Genetic research conducted in 2000 AD found it impossible to determine the difference between 5th century Saxons in England and 9th century Vikings. (2) This reveals that King Egbert and the people of Essex, Wessex and Sussex and a great many other throughout England were kin to the Vikings that were now feared. As we have seen, both were of ancient Israelite stock. The start of England is 1242 years (414x3) before the 2070 AD Resurrection Event.

1. The Vikings 73; 2. ibid. 217

829 AD (4723 AM): 1277 Before Armageddon/ 3067 After Flood

Caliph Al Mamoun has an astronomical observatory constructed in Baghdad. He was a scholar and appreciated learning and had Islam's first chart of astronomy drafted.

835 AD (4729 AM): 1271 Before Armageddon/ 3073 After Flood

Danish Vikings began in this year conducting annual raids and will continue for 30 years against England until 865 AD.

837 AD (4731 AM): 1269 Before Armageddon/ 3075 After Flood

A comet is recorded by the Chinese. (1) Planet Venus finished a complete five-point cycle that requires 1199 years to form a completed pentagram in the sky. In this year Venus was closest to the star Al Cyone (The Center) in the Pleiades, and this pentagram cycle will be complete in 2036 AD. (2) Interestingly, the Apocalypse begins in the year 2036.

1. Introduction to Comets 7; 2. Beyond 2012 p. 106

838 AD (4732 AM): 1268 Before Armageddon/ 6076 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3076 After Flood/ 1380 Buddhist Calendar

The Vikings attacked Wessex in England and king Egbert defeated them at Kingston Down in a naval battle that occurred after the Vikings sailed up the Tamar river. (1) Note that in early England there was a Tamar river, the name of an ancient Judahite princess allegedly brought to the British Isles in 583 BC by the prophet Jeremiah by way of Egypt. This was 54 years before the Viking invasion of England in 892. This is also 828 years (414x414) before
the great fire of London in 1666 AD.

1. The Vikings 133

840 AD (4734 AM): 1266 Before Armageddon/ 3078 After Flood/ 1584 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1552 Orbital-Alteration/ 576 Coptic Calendar/ 364 Fall of Rome
Several comets appeared at once and disturbed Chinese officials. (1)

1. The Discoverers: Boorstin p. 75

841 AD (4735 AM): 1265 Before Armageddon/ 3079 After Flood
The Norse Vikings that occupied Ireland now founded the city of Dublin.

844 AD (4738 AM): 1262 Before Armageddon/ 3082 After Flood/ 888 Roman Julian/ 368 Fall of Rome
The relic stone Lia Fail (Stone of Destiny) that Irish and Scottish kings were coronated upon was removed from the Scottish island of Iona and taken to the Scottish city of Scone. (1) Also known as Jacob's Pillow, the stone was said to have been brought to Ireland by the prophet Jeremiah in 583 BC. Also in this year the Vikings known as the Rus (ancestors of the Russian people), attacked Seville and the Iberian peninsula. (2)

1. Today, Tomorrow and the Great Beyond 156; 2. The Vikings 246-247

845 AD (4739 AM): 1261 Before Armageddon/ 3083 After Flood
A Danish Viking leader named Reginfred, or Ragnar Lodbrok (Hairy-Breeches) led a fleet of 120 Viking ships up the Seine river attacking everything in their path. Instead of defending the path to Paris, King Charles the Bald fled and offered the Viking leader 7000 pounds of silver to take them into battle, which was the first recorded instance of a danegeld (protection payment to the Danes). (1) The Danes departed, loaded with the 7000 pounds of silver and treasures they had stolen and on their way home many of them fell ill and died. (2) In this year all foreign religions in China are outlawed and 4600 Buddhist temples are destroyed. (3) This would have also resulted in the priceless loss of China's historic books.

1. The Vikings 96; 2. ibid p. 96; 3. The Discoverers: Boorstin p. 499

846 AD (4740 AM): 1260 Before Armageddon/ 6084 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3660 Anno Pyramid/ 3084 After Flood/ 2744 After Babel/ 1776 Divided Kingdom/ 770 Saka Calendar/ 370 Fall of Rome/ 320 Anno Domini Begun
The Islamic Saracens sacked the city of Rome, which is now a Christian city. This interesting year is 1776 years since Israel and Judah split in 931 BC, and 1260 years before Armageddon. Also in this year Magnus Graecus experiments with gun powder.

848 AD (4742 AM): 1258 Before Armageddon/ 3960 Mayan Calendar/ 3086 After Flood
A large Scandinavian Viking fleet landed in Ireland, foreigners unlike the first wave of Vikings the Irish fell under. In this year "the Dark Heathens" arrived, known as the Danes. Priorly the Vikings were of the fair-haired type from Norway. The Danes moved in and conquered the settled Vikings at their base in Dublin. (1)

1. The Vikings 77

851 AD (4745 AM): 1255 Before Armageddon/ 3089 After Flood
The Danes arrived in England, sailing up the Thames river with 350 warships (at least 10,000-14,000 men) to attack London. London and Canterbury were attacked and two armies sent to drive off the Vikings were themselves repelled. (1)
1. The Vikings 135

852 AD (4746 AM): 1254 Before Armageddon/ 3090 After Flood

The city of Byzantium of the Greeks, or Constantinople, was known to the Vikings of the north called the Rus. The great metropolis inspired them with awe and they called it Miklagard, or the Great City. (1) The Rus Vikings were originally from Scandinavia and in this year they attacked Constantinople. (2) These Vikings were called the ar-Rus by the Arabs. Later, in the 13th century Al-Watwat wrote that the religion of the Viking Rus was the same as the ancient Magi. (3) This would link them to the descendants of the Persian-based Hebrews of the 5th and 6th centuries BC. Another Arab writer, al-Yaqubi, referred to the Vikings called the Rus as the Magus. (4) The Rus Vikings were the origin of those people who later became the Russians. The Vikings in Ireland who were defeated at Dublin by the Danish Vikings received reinforcements from Norway and attacked the Danes with 160 ships at a sea battle that lasted three days at Snam Aigneach before the Danes emerged triumphant. (5)

1. The Vikings p. 111; 2. ibid. p. 115; 3. ibid. p. 246; 4. ibid p. 246; 5. ibid p. 246  

856 AD (4750 AM) 1250 Before Armageddon/ 3094 After Flood/ 1600 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1440 Fall of Judah/ 900 Roman Julian/ 330 Anno Domini Began

An earthquake at Corinth in Greece killed 45,000 people. Another quake at Damghan, Persia (Iran) killed an estimated 200,000 people. There were many blood-descendants of Israelites and Judah at both Corinth and Persia at this time. This year is 1184 years (148x8) before the 2040 AD cataclysm caused by the planet Phoenix that will result with higher death tolls than these at these same places.

860 AD (4754 AM): 1246 Before Armageddon/ 3098 After Flood/  

The Rus Vikings attack Constantinople again but are unable to breach its walls, first built by Theodosius in 413 AD and rebuilt in 447 AD after an earthquake. (1) Interestingly, this year was 447 years after the walls were originally constructed in 413 AD.

1. The End of Empire 139

861 AD (4755 AM): 1245 Before Armageddon/ 3099 After Flood/  

The Book of the Four Masters of Ireland reveals that the Danish Viking plundered the ancient site of New Grange and other mound monuments. (1)

1. Celtic Myths and Legends p. 69, Primitive Mythology p. 430

862 AD (4756 AM): 1244 Before Armageddon/ 4900 Orbital Chronology/ 4300 Descent of Watchers/ 3700 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 3100 After Flood/  

The Irish Annals of Ulster claim that the Vikings plundered New Grange and other monumental sites in this year, a year discrepancy from the Book of the Four Masters. (1) The calendrics for this year are very prominent.  

1. Celtic Myths and Legends p. 69

864 AD (4758 AM): 1242 Before Armageddon/ 600 Coptic Calendar

The Irish Annals record that both a lunar and solar eclipse occurred in this year. (1) The fidelity of these annals has been attacked because computations reveal that the eclipses did not occur, however, these researchers ignore the possibility of locally transiting objects
that cast their shadow upon earth and the moon. As seen earlier in Chronicon I under 3031 BC, the number 864 is a sum that links time and space. Further, as this is 864 AD it is also the completion of the 10th Mayan Mayan baktun of 144,000 days from 3113 BC for a total of 1,440,000 days, leaving 432,000 days left to the destruction of North America in 2046 AD and end of the Mayan Long-Count. Further, this is 1242 years (414x3) BeforeArmageddon, and the 600th year of the Christian Coptic Calendar.

At this time Arab geographer Istakhri wrote of the Khazars—"The Khazars do not resemble the Turks." He describes the Khazars as two distinct peoples occupying the same kingdom: short, swarthy-skinned people like Indians, and tall, white-complexed people with blue eyes and reddish hair, a people "strikingly handsome." These people claimed descent from the ancient Israelites tribes of Simeon and Manasseh. (2) The Khazars adopted Judaism, which is first mentioned in 864 AD in Expositio in Mattaeum Evangelistam. The capital of the Khazar kingdom was Saksin, known as Saxon City. Israeli scholar Yair Davidy wrote that the nucleus of the Khazar people were the Agathyrsi and that these people had migrated from Assyria. (3) We know that the first of the Ten Tribes of Israel were deported into northern Assyria in 745 BC, and the last of the Ten Tribes were deported in 721 BC, exactly 1584 years (792+792) before 864 AD. One of the most famous of the early Khazar kings was named Joseph about 960 AD.


865 AD (4759 AM): 1241 Before Armageddon/ 3103 After Flood/ 1407 Buddhist Calendar

As related in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle the Great Heathen army of the Danes landed their fleet at East Anglia, England. These Vikings were led by Ivar the Boneless (Ivar Ragnusson). This amazing Viking chieftain suffered from osteogenesis imperfecta, which made his bones soft and deformed. Ivar moved through battle protected behind a large shield with a chair carried by a huge Viking. (1)

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 262

867 AD (4761 AM): 1239 Before Armageddon/ 3105 After Flood

The Dark Satellite, a lost former metallic and rocky moon of NIBIRU, passed through the inner solar system. This being the Dark Ages there are no surviving records of any sighting. It continues on its 395 year orbit.

868 AD (4762 AM): 1238 Before Armageddon/ 3106 After Flood/ 792 Saka Calendar

In this year the Danes completely finish their invasion and takeover of the Saxon kingdoms of East Anglia and Northumbria, but upon attempting to invade Wessex the Danes experienced their first defeat. (1) The Chinese use block printing to make their Diamon Sutra text, the oldest surviving "book" in the world, at least, the oldest of what passes for books today as opposed to scrolls or tablets. (2) This is 40 years after the English Throne was established in 828 AD.

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 262; 2. The Discoverers: Boorstin 500

869 AD (4763 AM): 1237 Before Armageddon/ 3107 After Flood

End of the late Mayan dynasty of Tikal, an ancient pyramid-city with a history dating far into the remote past. Mayan stele reveals that the line of kings that was broken in this year had endured for 552 years, starting in 317 AD. (1)

1. The Lost Realms: Skywatchers in the Jungles: Sitchin
871 AD (4765 AM): 1235 Before Armageddon/ 3109 After Flood
A new Danish army arrived in England providing reinforcements and the Danes prepared to destroy the last two Saxon kingdoms, Wessex and Mercia. Mercia was invaded and fell quickly but Wessex remained intact. (1) King Alfred the Great collected the chronicles and records of the country and created the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 262

874 AD (4768 AM): 1232 Before Armageddon/ 3112 After Flood/
The Vikings build a settlement in Iceland. This is the year 2070 (414x5) of the ancient Chinese Calendar that began in 1197 BC, and 1080 years after 207 BC when anarchy and civil wars tore through China.

876 AD (4770 AM): 1230 Before Armageddon/ 3114 After Flood/ 1460 Fall of Judah/
The Vikings led by Hrolf the Ganger from Norway sailed up the Seine river, pillaging the French countryside. King Charles the Simple of France granted Hrolf the province of Normandy and the overlordship of Brittany. (1) This was exactly 900 years before the descendants of both the Vikings and French people would found the United States of America with the Anglo-Saxon-Celts in 1776 AD.

1. Pirates and the LostTemplar Fleet 145

878 AD (4772 AM): 1228 Before Armageddon/ 3116 After Flood
King Alfred of the Saxon kingdom of Wessex was defeated by the Danes and he escaped to Somerset. This was the 50th year since the establishment of the English throne in 828.

879 AD (4773 AM): 1227 Before Armageddon/ 3117 After Flood
King Alfred acquired reinforcements and crushed the Danish Great Army forcing the Vikings to surrender on the slopesof Salisbury Plain near Stonehenge. A treaty established the Danelaw territories to be occupied by the Vikings and Wessex was not disturbed again, even when 14 years later another Danish army arrived. Wessex remained independent. (1)

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 262-263

880 AD (4774 AM): 1226 & Before Armageddon/ 3118 After Flood
This is an approximate time for when European chronicles and writers who that wrote that it was the prevailing opinion that the Arabs were the descendants of Ishmael, that the Muslims of Spain answered to kings in Babylon (Baghdad). (1)

1. History in Quotations 117

885 AD (4779 AM): 1221 Before Armageddon/ 3123 After Flood
The Vikings sailed up the Seine with 700 warships (21,000 to 26,000 men) and innumerable other support ships in their effort to take Paris. The Great Seige of Paris occurred because the Vikings saw the city as the key to capturing the whole Frankish kingdom of Europe, the Danes set to conquer. Led by Sigfrid the Danish Vikings made demands for tribute but the demand was rejected. (1) The seige would endure 8 months, lasting into 886.

1. The Vikings 105
886 AD (4780 AM): 1220 Before Armageddon/ 3700 Anno Pyramid/ 3124 After Flood/ 930 Roman
Reman Julian/ 810 Saka Calendar/ 622 Coptic Calendar/ 360 Anno Domini Begun
The Seige of Paris by the Danes ends and the Vikings, weary of the protracted affair, break up into smaller bands and begin terrorizing the saxon countryside. (1) The Rus were kin to the Danes, Vikings that at this time were founding Russian states and attacking almost all of northern Europe. In this year the Rus Vikings attacked Wessex and took some of King Alfred's territory. (2) King Alfred attacked the danes Vikings occupying his country to stop them from using the Thames river and London. He succeeded, took back the city and drove off the Vikings from that area. (3) This was the 360th year of the Anno Domini Calendar.

1. The Vikings 107; 2. A Short History of the World 172; 3. The Vikings 140

888 AD (4782 AM): 1218 Before Armageddon/ 4000 Mayan Calendar/ 3126 After Flood/ 1600 Orbital-Alteration/ 1200 Seleucid Calendar
The Anunnaki planet NIBIRU is at aphelion (furthest distance from surface of the sun) and begins its 366 year journey back toward the inner solar system since last passing over the ecliptic in 522 AD. The last time NIBIRU was at aphelion was in 96 AD when the Apocalypse was put together from the ancient Greek prophecies and other texts.

892 AD (4786 AM): 1214 Before Armageddon/ 5200 Phoenix Chronology/ 3130 After Flood
A Viking named Hasting, or Hastein, attacked England but was defeated by Alfred, the Saxon king of Wessex. The Vikings attacked with 250 ships (7500-10,000 men) inter. (1) Interstingly, this was 174 years before the Battle of Hastings between the Norman Vikings and the English in 1066 AD, 174 years being 2088 months (1044+1044).

1. The Vikings 147

893 AD (4787 AM): 1213 Before Armageddon/ 3131 After Flood/ 2299 Year of Israel
A Danish fleet arrived in England to reinforce the Viking troops already occupying everything but the Saxon kingdom of Wessex. (1) In Persia at Ardabil occurred an earthquake that killed about 150,000 people.

1. Saxons, & Vikings and Celts 262-263

896 AD (4790 AM): 1210 Before Armageddon/ 3134 After Flood
Saxon King Alfred of Wessex built a navy of larger warships than those used by the Vikings, the Frisians and Danish. According to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle this English navy began resisting the steady stream of Viking ships longships passing over to England. (1) This year was 1776 years after the Israelites built their capitol city, Samaria- the Viking and Saxons being descendants of these people who had migrated through the Baltic. This was 1480 years after the Fall of Judah in 585 BC. 1480 years is 17,760 months.

1. History in Quotations 162

906 AD (4800 AM): 1200 Before Armageddon/ 4944 Orbital Chronology/ 3144 After Flood/
Jewish rabbi and antiquarian Saadia Gaon wrote that the underlying meaning behind the prophecy of Malachi 3:1-2 concerns a Last Days messenger, a man, who would prior to the return of the Messiah prepare the people to receive Him, and that this man would be a descendant of the Tribe of Joseph (Manasseh and Ephraim). This would make him either British, Scottish or American. (1) As Ephraim was to be the second and greater of the two, he would probably be from the United States. This was 1200 years (600+600) Before Armageddon and return of Chief Cornerstone.

1. America and Britain: Our Identity Revealed 115
907 AD (4801 AM): 1199 Before Armageddon/ 3145 After Flood

The Rus Vikings attacked Constantinople with 2000 ships. The early Russian state was trying to force its way into the marketplace of Constantinople. (1)

1. The Vikings p. 119

908 AD (4802 AM): 1198 Before Armageddon/ 3146 After Flood/ 432 Fall of Rome

A violent earthquake rocked northern Egypt in the region of the Great Pyramid. (1) This was the second year of the passing of the Vials of Phoenix Comet group.

1. Pyramid Quest 238

911 AD (4805 AM): 1195 Before Armageddon/ 3149 After Flood

Hrolf of Norway was also called Rollo. He sailed up the Seine in this year and blockaded it. In exchange for not attacking Paris he was granted some land on the northwest coast and Rollo became the first duke of Normandy. (1) Rollo was a gigantic man, so large that no horse could carry him. (2) The Irish Annals record the appearance of a comet. (3) This was the 5th year of the Vials of Phoenix Comet Group.

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 263; 2. History in Quotations 161; 3. Round Towers of Atlantis 60

912 AD (4806 AM): 1194 Before Armageddon/ 3150 After Flood/ 1687 Olympiad Year/ 1656 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1224 Seleucid Calendar

As Hrolf the Ganger (Rollo) settles many Viking families into the newly formed dukedom of Normandy (1), on the other side of Europe in the east a treaty is formed between the Rus Vikings and the Greeks of Constantinople, which established the Varagian Guard. Russian troops were garrisoned in the ancient Greek city, Byzantium, as a measure of protection against the Greeks' other enemies. Interestingly, the treaty recognizes that there had been peace between the Rus and the people of Constantinople 70 years before. (2) This year was exactly 1656 years (414x4 or 552x3) after the Ten Tribes of Israel were deported into Assyria in 745 BC, and 1224 years (half of 2448) after the start of the Greek-Syrian Seleucid Calendar in 313 BC.

1. A Short History of the World 172; 2. The Vikings 120

922 AD (4816 AM): 1184 Before Armageddon/ 3160 After Flood/ 2368 After Exodus/ 300 After Hijrah

In this year the Sufis formerly branched away from greater Islam. They were mystics and most of them departed Babylon (Bagdad) and settled in Persia (Iran) where they were tolerated. (1) Many of the descendants of those in the Middle East have Israelite blood, as is also reflected in the calendars. This was 2368 years after the Exodus of Israel from Egypt in 1447 BC, and 2368 years is 1184x184 years, and this exodus of Muslim Sufis from Babylonia to Persia was 1184 years Before Armageddon in 2106 AD. This was also the 300th year of the Islamic After Hijrah Calendar (Arab History), a calendar that started in commemoration of Mohammed's exodus from persecution in one city to refuge in another.

1. Christ: The Power and the Passion 128

927 AD (4821 AM): 1179 Before Armageddon/ 3165 After Flood

The English defeated the Vikings that occupied Northumbria, the northernmost county), led by Edward's son Athelstan. Due to the political chaos someone in this year buried a treasure of 617 coins from as far as Scandinavia, Russia and Afghanistan along with 65 other gold and precious objects. Edward was the local Anglo-Saxon king known as Edward the Elder. This
Chronicon 31 930 AD

Viking treasure remained hidden for exactly 1080 years to be rediscovered by David and Andrew Whelan in 2007 AD.

930 AD (4824 AM): 1176 Before Armageddon/ 4968 Orbital Chronology/ 4600 Jewish Calendar/ 3744 Anno Pyramid/ 3168 After Flood/ 1860 Divided Kingdom/ 1242 Seleucid Calendar/ 666 Coptic Calendar

The religious epicenter of the Islamic world, Mecca, is attacked and the Kaaba is sacked, the ancient relic from the sky (a meteorite) was taken by the Carthagians, an artifact that antedates Islam in its veneration. This was a tremendous blow to the Muslim world. This was the year 666 of the Christian Coptic Calendar. This year was 1242 years (414x3) after start of the Greek Seleucid Calendar, and 4968 years (1242x4) of the Orbital Chronology begun in 4039 BC.

932 AD (4826 AM): 1174 Before Armageddon/ 3170 After Flood

Feng Yingwang of China printed The Five Confucian Scriptures for the first time using the block-printing method. (1)

1. History in Quotations 97

936 AD (4830 AM): 1170 Before Armageddon/ 3174 After Flood/ 1680 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 460 Fall of Rome

Planet Phoenix passes through the inner solar system completing its 138 year orbit, this being 460 years after the Fall of Rome, or 5520 months, 552 being a Phoenix Cycle of 4 orbits. As this was the end of the Dark Ages there are no surviving records of a sighting. Phoenix cross the ecliptic in May but Earth may have been at this time too far along its orbital path.

938 AD (4832 AM): 1168 Before Armageddon/ 4608xJewishxCalendar/ 4976 Orbital Chronology/ 4608 Jewish Calendar/ 3176 After Flood/ 1480 Buddhist Calendar

An admixture of Slavic and Turkish peoples passed through Germany, France and northern Italy, plundering and sending the locals fleeing. (1) The Slavic population of eastern and central Europe earned their name because they had been carried off as slaves, over and over again. In the words of the historian Robert Ferguson, "...their ethnicity became synonymous with their fate and the word "slave" passed into the English language as a generic term." (2) The Israelites began as slaves in Egypt and the fate reoccurred in the histories of their descendants. As Cimmerians taken into Assyria from Samaria in 745 BC they were to those of the Near East, the galutha, or "prisoners." These were the Goths and Gauls, peoples related by blood to the Slavs. The Gaurs of southern France and the Slavs of Asia Minor were kin. According to Procopius the Gauls and Slavs had the same national characteristics- "...they from the most ancient times have been under a democracy." Rev. H.J. Warner in 1922 AD wrote that the Gauls of southern France and the people of Slavonia were "...in constant communication." (3) In the year 1407 BC, or 2488 AnnuMundi, the Israelites invaded Canaan and became a nation with a national homeland. This year of the Slav-Turkish invasions, 938 AD, was exactly 4976 years, or 2488+2488 years, after Earth entered its present orbit around the sun in 4039 BC.


941 AD (4835 AM): 1165 Before Armageddon/ 3179 After Flood

Igor the Russian attacked Constantinople and terrorized the countryside. The Greek armies were elsewhere on campaign and were recalled back where they surrounded the Russians. (1) The Greeks used their secret state and naval weapon, Greek Fire, burning the Viking ships. (2)

1. The Vikings 122; 2. Technology of the Goths 223-224
954 AD (4848 AM): 1152 Before Armageddon/ 3192 After Flood/ 2400 After Exodus/

In the 126th year of the founding of the Anglo-Saxon throne of England in 828 AD, Edred, brother of the king, Athelstan of Wessex, defeated the occupying Vikings of York and drove off Erik Bloodaxe. (1) This ended the Scandinavian power in England. (2) York was a major Atlantic port with visitors from as far as Samarkand (New Samaria). Archeologists have found shells brought by people from the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. (3) This was 2400 years (600x4) after the Exodus of Israel in 1447 BC, and 1200 years (600x2) after the Parthis of partial Israelite descent founded the Parthian Dynasty over Babylon in 247 BC. Further, this was 2592 years (864x3) after Jacob died (Israel) in 1639 BC and adopted Manesseh and Ephraim, the Tribes of Joseph. This year was 666 years to 1620 AD when the descendants of the Anglo-Saxons known as the English Puritans were going to sail to North American and land at Plymouth Rock.

1. The Vikings p. 325; 2. ibid. 217; 3. ibid 244

960 AD (4854 AM): 1146 Before Armageddon/ 3198 After Flood/ 434 Anno Domini Begun

The Song Dynasty of China began. Double-harvesting techniques in China would double the population quickly.

962 AD (4856 AM): 1144 Before Armageddon/ 6200 Anunnakian Chronology/ 5000 Orbital Chronology/ 4400 Descent of Watchers/ 3200 After Flood/ 2368 Year of Israel/
The Holy Roman Empire of Germany began with Otto I, king of Germany and son of Henry the Fowler. He was crowned by Pope John XII at Nuremberg, the start of a dynasty beginning with the first Saxon Emperor. For the next nine centuries the civil power of Germany with contend with the assumed religious powers of Rome over civil Germany. This was 408 years (4896 months being 2448+2448) after the Imperial Restoration of the Roman Empire by Justinian in 554 AD. This year was 2600 years (52 jubilees) after 1639 BC when Jacob (Israel) adopted Manesseh and Ephraim in Egypt, two tribes that would later migrate far west and become the Germanic nations.

967 AD (4861 AM): 1139 Before Armageddon/ 3205 After Flood

Renowned Arabic scholar Masoudi died, preserver of many older Arabian, Greek, Egyptian, Syrian, and Coptic traditions concerning the Great Pyramid and its antediluvian origin.

969 AD (4863 AM): 1137 Before Armageddon/ 3207 After Flood

The Egyptian community of Al Qahira (Cairo) becomes a city founded by the Fatimid General Jawhar al-Siqilli who was called Al Qahira (the Conqueror). The city was originally about 6 miles away from the Great Pyramid of Giza but the growth of the city brought it to the edge of the pyramid complex.

976 AD (4870 AM): 1130 Before Armageddon/ 3214 After Flood

Jang Sz-hsun of China built a clock that occupied a 30 foot tall tower that rang bells, beat drums and had little doors that popped open revealing signs that showed the time. Other moving parts showed the sun, moon and planets. (1)

1. Technology of the Gods 25

981 AD (4875 AM): 1125 Before Armageddon/ 3219 After Flood

Erik the Red, the Viking father of Leif Erikson, founded a colony on Greenland.

982 AD (4876 AM): 1124 Before Armageddon/ 3220 After Flood/ 2880 After Babel/ 360 After Hijrah

Erik the Red is outlawed and exiled from Norway for murder/manslaughter. He fled to Iceland, to the settlement of Haukadal. Again he is outlawed for manslaughter and relocates to the town
of Breida Fjord. Again he is banished for killings, this time for three years. He set sail westward with a crew, searching for a land rumored to have been seen at a distance by a storm-driven sailor named Gunnbjorn of Norway. He discovered it and named it Greenland. This is the more popular date for founding of colony of Greenland. (1)

1. The Discoverers: Boorstin p. 210

986 AD (4880 AM): 1120 Before Armageddon/ 3800 Anno Pyramid/ 3224 After Flood/
A Viking navigator named Bjarni Herjolfsson accidentally sailed too far in dense fog trying to locate Erik's colony. He discovered continental North America. (1)

1. The Discoverers: Boorstin 211

987 AD (4881 AM): 1119 Before Armageddon/ 3225 After Flood
The Carolingian dynasty in France ends. Hugh Capet begins to rule, his domain a small area around Paris. His progeny would still be reigning as late as the 18th century.

994 AD (4888 AM): 1112 Before Armageddon/ 3232 After Flood/ 2400 Year of Israel
Toltec King Huemac II ascended the throne at Tollan but the people soon revolted because of his licentious behavior and strange omens were seen in the sky over Mexico. Omens occurred in the city. That winter a crippling frost killed all their crops and the following summer was unbearably hot. As plague set in 995 AD a warlike invader called the Cichimec drove the people out of the city and they travelled into Mexico, southward, according to Ixtliilxochitl. (1)

1. Atlantis in America 50

995 AD (4889 AM): 1111 Before Armageddon/ 3233 After Flood
Strange lightning completely destroyed the Irish town of Armagh, all of its houses, cathedrals, belfries and even the historic Round Towers that had been erected prior to the arrival of the Celts. These were all destroyed by the unusual thunderbolts according to the Book of the Four Masters, as well as the Annals of Ulster. (1)

1. Round Towers of Atlantis 50

999 AD (4893 AM): 1107 Before Armageddon/ 3237 After Flood
Mass apocalyptic fear spread throughout the kingdoms of Europe and people were encouraged to sign over their wealth and estates to the Roman Church, the local civil authorities taking their portions as well. The ignorance of the times led to the immense increase in the wealth of the Church. The year 1000 AD was viewed as the Last Days, that Judgement Day was about to occur, few taking into consideration at the time that it was the Church through Dionysius Exiguus who implemented the Anno Domini calendar in the year 50 after the Fall of Rome, which translated as 526 AD. In this year the Irish Celts defeated the occupying Vikings and took the city of Dublin. (1) The Scandinavian Icelanders, also Vikings, accepted Christianity as their official religion. (2) In this year is established the Turkish Islamic Empire by Mahmud of Ghanzi in Afghanistan.

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 175; 2. The Vikings p. 38

1000 AD (4894 AM): 1106 Before Armageddon/ 3238 After Flood/ 1584 Fall of Judah
Concerning this year and on through the beginning of the century in Hegel's Philosophy of History, we read- "...the fear of the approaching final judgement and the beliefs in the
speedy dissolution of the world spread through all of Europe. Some bestowed the whole of their possessions on the Church." (1)

1. The Albigensian Heresy 24

1006 AD (4900 AM): 1100 Before Armageddon/ 4444 Descent of Watchers/ 3244 After Flood/ 930 Saka Calendar/ 480 Anno Domini Begun
A supernova brightened the heavens and was recorded by Egyptian writer Ali ben Ridwan, as well as chroniclers in Europe, China, Japan (1) and among the Arabs. (2)

1. End of Eden 152; 2. Foundations of Astronomy 281

1012 AD (4906 AM): 1094 Before Armageddon/ 3250 After Flood/ 1056 Roman Julian
The megalithic city of Cuzco in Peru is reoccupied by the descendants of the Andean people that abandoned it priorly, a people now ruled by the Incas [kings]. These people settled Cuzco and are convinced that their own end will come at the termination of the 13th Age, at the end of the reign of the 13th Inca. This indeed occurs 520 years later in 1532 AD at the hands of the Spanish with the death of Atahualpa. $520$ is 40x13.

1013 AD (4907 AM): 1093 Before Armageddon/ 3251 After Flood
Danish Viking King Canute II (Cnut) completes the subjugation of Britain becoming king of all England, Denmark and Norway. This is the date attributed to the composition of the Epic of Beowulf, a Gothic piece of literature concerning the Geats, or Getae, the name of the descendants of the ancient Israelites wandering in Asia, as in Massagetae. (1) This was the 220th year since the first appearance of the Vikings in England in 793 AD. This was 148 years (1776 months) after 865 AD when the Danes landed the Great Heathen Army in England.

1. Tracing Our Ancestors 132

1014 AD (4908 AM): 1092 Before Armageddon/ 3252 After Flood/ 1944 Divided Kingdom
The Emperor of Basil of Constantinople, called the Bulgar Slayer, defeated the Bulgarians in this year and captured 15,000 of them. He had them all blinded except 150 men, who were charged with leading the others back to their king. (1) In Ireland the Irish Celts, descended from the Tuatha de Danaan and Milesians, fought the Vikings in the Battle of Clontarft and drove them out of Ireland. (2) High King Brian Boru ascended the Irish throne. (3) This is 2016 years (1008+1008) after King David established the Throne of David in 1003 BC.

1. The World's All Wrong p. 225; 2. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 175; 3. ibid

1016 AD (4910 AM): 1090 Before Armageddon/ 3254 After Flood/ 1600 Fall of Judah/ 540 Fall of Judah/
After uprisings the Danish King Cnut completes his subjugation of England after invading with 1000 ships according to Adam of Bremen. (1) This was 1736 years, or four Judged Time periods of 434 years each after the last of the Ten Tribes of Israel were deported into Assyria in 721 BC.

1. The Vikings 336, 346

1027 AD (4921 AM): 1079 Before Armageddon/ 3265 After Flood/
King Cnut of Denmark, Norway and England made a pilgrimage to Rome to attend the Coronation of the Emperor Conrad II of Germany. This was a dramatic display of Christian piety on Cnut's part, but it pleased his own people and Rome as well. Christianity had now penetrated the northernmost reaches of Europe.
1043 AD (4937 AM): 1063 Before Armageddon/3281 After Flood

The Rus Vikings again attack Constantinople (Byzantium) and again they are beaten back as the Greeks employ their Greek Fire to burn their ships. This is 102 years (1224 months) after their first attempt to take the city in 941 AD. (1)

1. Technology of the Gods 223-224

1045 AD (4939 AM): 1061 Before Armageddon/3283 After Flood

Bi Sheng of China invents movable type. (1) This was the natural outcome of the older Chinese block-printing. This is four centuries before movable type will be done in Europe.

1. Human Accomplishment 198

1050 AD (4944 AM): 1056 Before Armageddon/3888 Anunnaki Dynasty/

A monk named Cedrenus studied the Enochian books and fragments he had collected, learning that Enoch was a preflood prophet who erected pillars (pyramids) that displayed the knowledge of the ancient world, the histories and the futures.

1054 AD (4948 AM): 1052 Before Armageddon/3292 After Flood/2500 After Exodus/2200

A star exploded and a brilliant supernova appeared in the sky among the Taurus group, first reported in July 5th. The nova could be seen in daylight and the nova could be seen on through the years 1054 and 1055. The modern detection of rapidly expanding gases have astronomers concluding that this nova gave birth to the Crab Nebula. (1) The Crab Nebula is located 1 degree off the ecliptic and was thus regarded as an important omen worldwide, being within the Zodiacal belt. The Chinese reported this nova (2) as well as the native Americans of Choco Canyon in North American. (3) Also in this year occurred the rift between the Greek eastern Orthodox Church and the Church of Rome, a division that had been brewing for centuries. Much of the contention between the Christians of the Byzantine Empire and those guided by the Papacy in Rome concerned the status of the Papacy and its right to govern over Christendom. The variance between the Latin west and the Greek east is evident through the contrary edicts and councils they conducted. Much of the dispute concerned the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. (4) In this year Pope Leo IX excommunicated the Patriarch of Constantinople from the Church and the division was the result. By separating the Patriarch from the Church of Rome, the entire Greek Christian Empire separated itself from Rome. This was precisely 500 years after 554 AD when Justinian initiated the Imperial Restoration of Rome.

Also in this year, the Northumbrians of northern England led by Siward, an earl, went to Scotland with a powerful fleet and cavalry. The Scots under Macbeth were defeated and the English began to rule Scotland. (5) This is exactly 252 years before Robert the Bruce was crowned king of an independent Scotland, in 1306.


1055 AD (4949 AM): 1051 Before Armageddon/3293 After Flood

Spanish-Aztec historian Alva Ixtliilxochitl recorded that this year ended the Toltec Empire of Anahuac in Mexico. The Aztecs venerated their Toltec predecessors as taller, wiser and more advanced than themselves. This was 476 years before the Spanish would conquer the Aztecs in 1531 AD. Also in this year the Seljuk Turks took Babylon (Baghdad). This was the 396th year of Abbasid authority over Islam, which was then centered at Baghdad. The Turks were emerging as the dominant power in Asia Minor, a threat to the Greeks of Constantinople and Central Europe and they became the dominant force at this time behind Islam.
1057 AD (4951 AM): 1049 Before Armageddon/3295 After Flood
An earthquake killed 25,000 people in Chihli, China.

1062 AD (4956 AM): 1044 Before Armageddon/6300 Anunnaki Chronology/5100 Orbital Chronology/4500 Descent of Watchers/3900 Anunnaki Dynasty/3300 After Flood/2280
The Turks invaded Greece and destroyed with much bloodshed almost all of Greek Christendom as well as northwestern Italy. Just as had occurred 350 and 352 years earlier when the Muslim Saracens and Moors invaded southern Europe through Spain, the local Jews living among the Christians aided the Turks in taking the towns and enslaving the population. Just as the Islamic administration raised many Jews to prominence for their treachery against their Christian hosts, so too did the Turks elevate the Jews in their administration. (1)

1. Jewish Supremacism 194

1066 AD (4960 AM): 1040 Before Armageddon/3880 Anno Pyramid/3304 After Flood/990 Saka Calendar/540 Anno Domini Began
Just weeks prior to the Norman invasion of England a comet was seen. (2) Geoffrey Gaimar's Lestoire des Englis records that the people of England witnessed a fire in the sky that burned brilliantly, which came near to the earth, then appeared to move erratically, before it then descended into the sea. In many places in England the woods caught fire. (2) Today we have the Bayeau Tapestry, which artistically depicts English soldiers pointing up at a comet that appeared in April. (3) Harold ruled England, the last Saxon king, ascending the throne on January 5th. But this kingship was contested by king Harald of the Danes and also by William, Duke of Normandy. First the Danes invaded Northumbria and occupied York, but these Danish Vikings were defeated by King Harold of England at the Battle of Stamford Bridge. Meanwhile, William's army of Normandy landed in Sussex. The English wall of shields repulsed the Norman cavalry charge-charge, but a ruse, a retreat was conducted by William that the English fell prey to and were defeated. William of Normandy became King of England. (4) Unlike the prior Viking invasions, the Normans by this time were thoroughly Christianized. The population of the British Isles was thoroughly descended from the descendants of migrating Israelites. These people were Celts, Gauls, Angles, Saxons and the Vikings were originally from Pontus and their pedigree was of the tribe of Benjamin. (5) The Gauls were in France (Franks) and of the blood of Reuben, Jacob's firstborn from Leah. Reuben and Benjamin (France and Britain) would for the next four centuries be embroiled with one another over a succession of feudal wars. (6) In the biblical sense, they had the same father (Jacob: Israel), but they were of two different mothers. The last of the Israelite empires would be Manesseh and Ephraim, the people of Great Britain (the Lion) and the United States of America (eagle's wings from the lion's back). As they were last in the succession, and adopted, they are last to emerge on the world scene. This year was 600 years before the Great Fire of London in 1666 AD.


1070 AD (4964 AM): 1036 Before Armageddon/3308 After Flood/2000 Divided Kingdom
This is the end of the Second Day of Hosea's prophecy and the start of the Third Day, the 3000 years of history that Israel and Judah would remain enemies until their gathering together and redemption at the Resurrection Event in 2070 AD. The 3000 years began in 931 BC when Israel and Judah rifted into the Two Kingdoms at the death of King Jedidjah (Solomon). The first 1000 years ended in 70 AD when the Romans crushed Judea and destroyed Jerusalem and the Temple. At that time the descendants of the Ten Tribes of Israel were known as Cimmerians, Scythians, Goths, Gauls, Celts, Britons, Danaan among others throughout Greece and the Jews spread out in Diaspora among those nations that took them in and gave them refuge. From Galilee spread Christiani as and during this second 1000 years from 70 AD every Israelite descended people in Europe had become Christian. The last people to resist were the Vikings.
As of 1034-1044 AD the people of Denmark, Norway and Sweden had adopted Christianity. Now the people of ancient Israel are Christians living in Europe as Greeks, Italians, Portuguese, French, Spanish, German, Scandinavian, Russian, in Burgundy, Hungary, England, Ireland (not all of Ireland: populated by Dan/Danaan), Scotland, Wales and Central Europe on through the Balkans. Now the third 1000 year period begins and the animosity Judah has for Israel (Jews against Europeans) will unfold in this millennium as both those peoples descended from Israelite tribes and from Judah FORGE THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD from 1070-2070 AD. The Jewish war against the European Christian is the subject of the next 1000 years herein in Chronicon II. In 1888 AD Charles Morris in The Aryan Race on page 330 wrote- "The Code of Christ is the accepted code in nearly all Aryan lands. It is not only the highest code ever promulgated, but it is impossible to conceive of a superior rule of moral conduct. At its basis lies the principle of universal human sympathy- that of interest in and activity for the good of others, without thought of self-advantage. Nowhere else does so elevated a code of morals exist, for in every other code the hope of reward is held out as an inducement to the performance of good acts."

Also in this year Europe is alight with the news the writings of Adam of Bremen that concerned a land that was beautiful and located over the Atlantic ocean to the west called Vinland. (1) A New World entered the collective consciousness of the Europeans, a people who were ever branching out further and further westward, a people who would one day populate the greatest of all Israeliich empires...the United States of America, over the Atlantic. Also in this year, during the rule of El Mustansir of Cairo, Egypt, during a conflict between Cairo and Baghdad, a famine of seven years began that is still called after his name. For seven years the Nile river did not rise, no corn was produced and war prevented importation of goods and food. In Egypt cannibalism prevailed and foreigners entering the country were captured by ambushes when locals using rope-and-hook traps caught them for food. A plague broke out and the pitiful conditions persisted until 1077 AD. (2)

1. Pirates and the Lost Templar Fleet 199; 2. The Great Pyramid: Smyth 124-125

1071 AD (4965 AM): 1035 Before Armageddon/ 3309 After Flood

Asia Minor, formerly a part of the Byzantium Empire and the seat of the ancient Ionian and Danaan Israelite cultures of the 13th and 12th millennia BC, falls to the Seljuk Turks. (1) By this time the Seljuk Turkish Muslims had established themselves as an elite power in the Muslim world. They were originally from eastern Asia but had no problem adopting Islam to further their grip on the local populations., In this year the Seljuk Turks crushed the Byzantine army at Mantzikert and took captive the Christian Emporer, Romanos Diogenes. (2) The Turks had been led by Arp Arslam and the Muslims pushed forward until not a trace of Byzantine authority remained in Asia. (3)

1. Wars That Changed the World 41; 2. Epic Battles of the Last Days p. 185;
3. A Short History of the World 177

1073 AD (4967 AM): 1033 Before Armageddon/ 3311 After Flood

Alternative date for Adam of Bremen's work entitled Descriptio Insularum Aquilonis in which he describes continents over the vast ocean. (1)

1. Far Out Adventures 137

1074 AD (4968 AM): 1032 Before Armageddon/ 3888 Anno Pyramid/ 3312 After Flood/ 2520 After Egypt

Planet Phoenix passed through the inner solar system completing its 138 year orbit. This being the end of the Dark Ages and start of the Middle Ages, there are no surviving records of a sighting. Phoenix may have been further along ecliptic from Earth's position.
1080 AD (4974 AM): 1026 Before Armageddon/ 3984 Anno Pyramid/ 3318 After Flood

The Roman Papacy had experienced many setbacks in their attempts to totally control Germany. In this year Pope Gregory VII excommunicated German King Henrik (Henry) IV for a trespass, and in return the German king was deposed the Pope in Rome. (1) Henry's move was brilliant. Because the Pope sought to humiliate him, the German king instead created his own papacy and in this year the Anti-Popes began. The controversy involved all of Europe and bishops and clergy took sides in what effectively created two heads of the official Roman Church, resulting in an immense loss of prestige and power for Rome. This situation would vex Rome for two centuries until the Anti-Popes were done away with. (2) This was 280 years (40x7) after 800 AD when the Holy Roman Empire was established when the Pope crowned Charlemagne. Also in this year the Knights of Malta were founded, the Order of Malta, in Jerusalem, holy soldiers that protected travellers and the poor, sick and pilgrims who journeyed to or lived in the Holy Land. Interestingly, this organization has evolved over time and in the 21st century it has evolved into echelons of the world's intelligence services. Historian and philosopher Lewis Mumford in his 'Technics and Civilization' wrote that the decimal system was invented in this year in Europe. But this is merely a rediscovery, for the decimal system was used before the flood in the mathematical proportions within the architectural perfection of the Great Pyramid by the Sethite engineers and many other ancient megalithic monuments. In fact, this Anno Domini year of 1080 parallels the ancient Annuus Mundi 1080, which was 2815 BC, the exact year that the Great Pyramid was completed after 1080 months of construction (90 years).

1. March of the Titans 288; 2. The Vikings 380

1084 AD (4978 AM): 1022 Before Armageddon/ 3322 After Flood/ 1008 Saka Calendar

The Normans sacked the historic city of Rome. Robert Guiscard led the Normans.

1086 AD (4980 AM): 1020 Before Armageddon/ 3324 After Flood/ 2016 Divided Kingdom

King William of Normandy ruling over England began the famous Domesday Book, a continuation of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle from 871 AD. (1)

1. The Bible Fraud 115

1092 AD (4986 AM): 1014 Before Armageddon/ 5400 Phoenix Chronology/ 3330 After Flood/ 1404 Seleucid Calendar/ 828 Coptic Calendar

In this year emerged the order of the deadly assassins of the Ismaili who brought terror to Persia under their leader Hasan-i-Sabah. Bold, public assassinations using daggers resulted with widespread panic among Islamic rulers. (1)

1. 33 Strategies of War 436

1095 AD (4989 AM): 1011 Before Armageddon/ 3333 After Flood

Pope Urban II called for a holy war against the Muslims to take back Asia Minor and the Holy Land for Byzantine (Constantinople), even promising the forgiveness of sins both past and present to those who took up arms and joined the holy army. Peter the Hermit marched about calling for the good Christians to come forward to aid in the war effort and suddenly it was as if the whole continent of Europe responded. Known as the First Crusade, or War of the Cross, it was the unification of the whole of Europe under religious allegiance, a spirit of togetherness that bypassed national and racial boundaries. Never in recorded had an ideal so completed absorbed and influenced the common people, where peasant of various ethnicities and kingdoms apart felt a universal brotherhood as soldiers for Christ with a mission to liberate Jerusalem from the Muslims. Even the Papacy was astonished at the suddenness of the development. This began the collective consciousness of Europe, the realization that the
variant cultures of Europe were truly ONE PEOPLE. European writers filled their readers with the traditions and evidences that their ancestors were the descendants of the Israelites of the Bible, and in 1148 AD Anna Comnen, writing about this Crusade, wrote that the people "...thronged every highway, and with these warriors came a host of civilians, outnumbering the sand of the seashore or the stars of heaven." (1) This writer alluded here to Genesis 22:17-18 where God told Abraham that He would make his descendants as numerous as the sands of the shore or the stars of heaven. Several thronged of many thousands of people struck with religious fervor set out toward the Holy Land. Unfortunately, the civil authorities and Church were unprepared for the sudden appearance of so many people and groups set out unprepared and with poor provisions.

1. History in Quotations 226

1096 AD (4990 AM): 1010 Before Armageddon/ 3334 After Flood

Peter the Hermit had ignited Europe, preaching that it was the duty of Europeans as the children of God to take back Jerusalem from the Muslims. Because so many commoners with no or little military experience joins the crowds of people the expedition was referred to as the Peoples Crusade. At this time the bankers throughout Europe were Jewish and the Christian knights found themselves having to mortgage their estates to finance their armies. Throughout the Rhineland it was perceived that the Jewish population was becoming enriched off of Christians who were losing their holdings to go on the Crusade to deliver Jerusalem, which ironically, was the ancient Jewish capital. Gottfried of Bouillon, the sovereign of Lower Lothringen, Ardenes, present-day Holland and the Rhine Provinces of Cologne issued a decree that all remaining Jews living in Lower Lothringen should be killed if they did not leave the domain, in order to atone for their murder of Christ. The Gospel version of the life of Jesus was at this time the only accepted version. But the true reason was economic, concerning the Jewish financial stranglehold they had on the people. As a result the wealthy Jews of Mainz and Cologne bought their protection and paid Gottfried a huge sum of money which he used to outfit his own Crusader army. Quickly word spread throughout Europe of the scheme and many Christian kings extorted payments from the Jews in their countries in the same way to help pay for the Crusade. But even this payment in some places was not enough to stem the rising popular animosity against the Jews. Count Emmerich in the Rhineland killed many of them in the region of Cologne and the Crusaders killed more in the city of Prague and Regensburg. (1) This was exactly 840 years (10,080 months) before the financial stranglehold the Jews had on Germany in 1936 AD began the Nazi government's retaliation and secret plans to rid themselves of the Jews. This year was exactly 600 years after Clovis I converted to Christianity and the Frankish kingdom as well in 496 AD, a Merovingian king who was a direct ancestor of Gottfried of Bouillon. (2) Further, it was Gottfried of Bouillon that founded the famous Knights Templar. (2)

In three large groups the beginning of the People's Crusade army travelled eastward in Hungary where they were slaughtered by the Turks, masses of zealous but ill-prepared people. Two more groups of this army moved forward led by Peter the Hermit and they crossed the Bosphorus Strait opposite Constantinople only to be butchered by the Turks. (3) Peter the Hermit's army of 30,000 with women and children in tow met the Turks at Cividot. Some say that Peter was killed. (4) By all accounts, the women and children were abused and sold into slavery. Other accounts have it that Peter escaped with a few knights and made it back to Constantinople about the same time that Gottfried of Bouillon set out from Lower Lothringen with his own much better prepared, trained and equipped army. On Christmas day Gottfried arrived to the city and even the most conservative estimates make the Christian Crusader army to be numbered at 600,000 men camped outside Constantinople at the end of the year. (5)

1099 AD (4993 AM): 1007 Before Armageddon/ 3337 After Flood/
The massive Crusader army fell upon Antioch and in Syria and Odessa, two large metropolitan cities with large populations that had fallen under the domain of Islam. The Crusaders in their assaults on these cities did not distinguish between friend or foe and set to slaughtering all the inhabitants whether they were Muslim, Christian or Jew. The Crusaders first reached Jerusalem on June 7th and they sieged it. One month later a fleet arrived with badly needed supplies. They stormed the city. All Christians living in the city had been evacuated by the Muslims. When the city fell the Crusaders killed all the Muslims and the entire Jewish community, which the Europeans held were allied to the Muslims. (1) The fear of the Jews as secret allies of the Muslims was borne from the fact that it was the Jews of southern Europe that aided the Muslim Moors and Saracens in taking Spain and southern France over 380 years priorly. The last Jews in the city fled to the synagogue but the Crusaders trapped them inside and burned them alive. Over 50,000 people died defending Jerusalem. (2) The Dome of the Rock was turned into a Christian shrine called Templum Domini. The Crusaders marched further into Tripoli in Libya. Gottfried began the Kingdom of Jerusalem but this reign was shortlived for he died the following year in 1100 AD. He would be succeeded by Baldwin (Baldwin) I. The First Crusade resulted in the establishment of the four states now under Christian rule: Antioch, Edessa, Jerusalem and Tripoli.

1. The God-Kings of Outremer 81; 2. Epic Battles of the Last Days 190-191

1100 AD (4994 AM): 1006 Before Armageddon/ 3338 After Flood
Baldwin in made King of Jerusalem on Christmas day, a descendant of the Ulfungar Dynasty at that time said to be the lineage of David, descendant of the migrating Israelites. He is the first king of Jerusalem since Herod's death. (1)

1. The God-Kings of Outremer 85

1113 AD (5007 AM): 993 Before Armageddon/ 3351 After Flood/ 2519 Year of Israel
Areas of Britain are set on fire by the passing of a sky-dragon (comet). (1)

1. Flying Serpents and Dragons 36

1117 AD (5011 AM): 989 Before Armageddon/ 3355 After Flood
In January a comet filled the sky coming out of the north and travelling towards the Orient. The moon was red as blood in an eclipse over Europe. (1)


1118 AD (5012 AM): 988 Before Armageddon/ 3356 After Flood
A light appeared more brilliant than the sun, and following this was great cold, famine, plague in Europe. (1)

1. Gods of Eden: Bramley 183

1120 AD (5014 AM): 986 Before Armageddon/ 3358 After Flood/ 1872 Year of Rome/ 1044 Saka Calendar
Sanjar, the new sultan of Persia, attempted to wipe out the Assassins. Despite his own increased security he awoke one day to find as a Assassin's dagger thrust deeply into the ground near his breast. That evening he received a message from the leader of the Assassins—"Did I not wish the sultan well, that dagger which was struck in the ground would have been planted in his soft breast." Immediately the army was recalled from hunting the Assassins. (1)

1. 33 Strategies of War p. 437-438
1125 AD (5019 AM): 981 Before Armageddon/ 3363 After Flood/ 1900 Olympiad Year

Approximate date for when William of Malmesbury wrote, "The Normans are a race inured to war and can hardly live without it...they envy their equals; they wish to vie with their superiors; and they plunder their subjects, though they defend them from others. They are faithful to their lords unless a slight offense gives them an excuse for treachery...they are the most polite of people, they consider strangers to deserve the courtesy they show one another, and they intermarry with their subjects." (1) This assessment described ancient Israelites as well as Normans, who were descended from Vikings of Scandinavia that were themselves descended from migrants from Pontus, a people descended from migrating Israelites. Marrying with their subjects is strictly Israelite in practice, a people who have always practiced assimilation. The Jews, of Judah or elsewhere, were always too ethnic and refused to intermarry with their host nations. The Normans would go on to conquer and also inhabited by the descendants of migrating Israelites: England, Apulia, Calabria, Sicily, much of Italy and even Turkey.

1. History in Quotations 224

1128 AD (5022 AM): 978 Before Armageddon/ 3366 After Flood/ 1872 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1440 Seleucid Calendar/ 864 Coptic Calendar

At the Council of Troyes the Knights Templar were officially recognized. (1) The Templar Knights were warriors dedicated to preserving Christian culture and maintaining European presence and controls in the Holy Land. They maintained a sophisticated banking system, were aware of islands, sea routes and distant colonies and lands that other peoples were unaware of and they maintained a rigid distrust of the Jews. The last of the official Knights Templars would die horrible burned alive in 1314 AD, 186 years later, but the Society would live on and would fly the Jolly Roger (Skull & Bones), a pirate fleet that would terrorize their enemies.

The calendars for this date are significant. This was 144x13 years (1872) after the Ten Tribes of Israel were carried away captive into Assyria in 745 BC, though by this time 1872 years later they were European nations. This was 1440 years (144x10) after the Gree-Syrian Seleucid Calendar began, a post-Macedonian calendar involving the descendants of Israel. This was also 864 years (144x6) after the Christian Coptic Calendar began in Egypt.

1. The World's Most Mysterious Objects 230

1135 AD (5029 AM): 971 Before Armageddon/ 3373 After Flood/ 1447 Seleucid Calendar

Arabic-speaking Jewish scholar Moses Maimonides was born (died 1204). A prolific writer on Hebrew antiquities, Jewish mysticism, the Kabbalah and a Talmudic scholar, he is highly venerated today by world Jewry.

1138 AD (5032 AM): 968 Before Armageddon/ 3376 After Flood/ 3036 After Babel/ 612 Anno Domini Began

An earthquake kills 230,000 people at Aleppo, Syria.

1139 AD (5033 AM): 967 Before Armageddon/ 3377 After Flood/

Pope Innocent II issued a Bull stating that the Knights Templar owed no allegiance to anyone save the Pope himself. (1) Also in this year the Mexica (Tenochtas) migrated into the valley of present-day Mexico City.

1. The Merovingian Mythos 17

1140 AD (5034 AM): 966 Before Armageddon/ 5448 Phoenix Chronology/ 3378 After Flood/ 2070 Divided Kingdom/ 1184 Roman Julian

The calendrics denote important events in Europe but the events themselves are as yet unknown.
1143 AD (5037 AM): 963 Before Armageddon/ 3381 After Flood

An Englishman named Robert of Ketton translated the Islamic Quran. (1)

1. The Discoverers: Boorstin 542

1144 AD (5038 AM): 962 Before Armageddon/ 3382 After Flood/ 2550 Year of Israel/ 1728 Fall of Judah/ 1188 Roman Julian

Edessa fell to the Muslims and the Second Crusade ended in failure. (1) This was 434 years after 710 AD when the Muslims invaded Spain.

1. Pirates and the Lost Templar Fleet 59

1145 AD (5039 AM): 961 Before Armageddon/ 3383 After Flood/ 1920 Olympiad Year

A comet appeared as recorded by Europeans. It was artistically drawn by a monk named Eadwine. (1) This is the approximate date for the birth of the Gothic teacher and chronologist, Joachim of Kissing Floris.

1. Introduction to Comets 386

1146 AD (5040 AM): 960 Before Armageddon/ 5184 Orbital Chronology/ 3960 Anno Pyramid/ 3384 After Flood/ 2592 After Exodus/ 670 Fall of Rome

In this year throughout Germany the able-bodied male population amassed into a Crusader army after hearing an agent of the Vatican named Bernard preach among them. The man was gifted and instilled in them a religious fervor to smite the Muslims who had dared to take back the Christian holdings earlier Crusaders had died for. The Papacy trained men to go out and excite the population, having found that Europeans were zealous to protect the Holy Land. The Papacy wanted armies and saw in this a scheme to get rich. In just a few short years the Inquisition would bleed Europe of its widowed women by burning many of them at the stake and confiscating their wealth. The spirit of the Papacy is demonstrated in the letter of Bernard written to Pope Eugenius III when he travelled among the Germans under King Conrad II—"I opened my mouth, I spoke, and at once the Crusaders have multiplied to infinity. Villages and towns are now deserted. You will scarcely find one man to every seven women. Everywhere you see widows whose husbands are still alive." (1) This was a literal exodus of masses of Germans, many who would not make it back from the battles of the Second Crusade, which was still ongoing. This was exactly 2592 years (864x3) after the Exodus of Israel from Egypt in 1447 BC, an ancient year when the Israelites were heading toward the Holy Land.

1. History in Quotations 227

1147 AD (5041 AM): 959 Before Armageddon/ 3385 After Flood

European Christian armies fail to take Jerusalem. The Second Crusade would continue on through 1149. (1) This is 52 years after the spirit of the Crusades was ignited in Europe.

1. Wars That Changed the World 41

1150 AD (5044 AM): 956 Before Armageddon/ 3388 After Flood/ 1074 Saka Calendar

The Chinese recorded an exponential increase in comet activity, writing that there appeared ten times as many comets as usual. This was in fact the middle of the train of the Vials of Phoenix Comet Group.

1154 AD (5048 AM): 952 Before Armageddon/ 3392 After Flood/ 2600 After Exodus

Al-Edrisi wrote that the Earth was round like a sphere. (1)

1. History in Quotations 223
1163 AD (5057 AM): 943 Before Armageddon/ 3401 After Flood

The Roman Catholic Church held a Council at Tours in which it was determined that the Albigensians were heretics. (1) The Albigensians were Christians who threatened the authority of the Roman Church in two ways: they believed strongly that the Holy Scriptures were to be made available to all people, not just priests and not just written in Latin, and they taught that they did not have to obey Rome. They believed that the Roman Church was Illa Meretrix— the Whore of the Apocalypse upon the Scarlet Beast. (2) The Albigensian movement was popular and widespread and the Dominican Order of monks agents and monks was founded to combat it. (3) From the date of this Council to the extermination of the Albigensians by the bloodthirsty Catholic armies would pass 66 years, or 792 months to 1229 AD.

1. The Albigensian Heresy 41; 2. ibid p. 50-51; 3. ibid p. 90, notes

1167 AD (5061 AM): 939 Before Armageddon/ 3405 After Flood

Benjamin of Tudela, a Jew, wrote that the two great metropolises of the world were Constantinople and Baghdad Baghdad in Babylon. Merchants from all over the world visited both of these cities. (1) Interestingly, Constantinople was peopled with the descendants of Israelites and Japhethites, Baghdad peopled with the descendants of Ishmael, Esau, Israel and other Semites, both centers of population descended from Abraham.

1. History in Quotations 108

1168 AD (5062 AM): 3406 After Flood/ 1920 Year of Rome/ 1480 Seleucid Calendar

The Toltec city of Ten Tollan in Mexico is destroyed and the Mixtec began to rule. (1)

1. Primitive Mythology 214

1169 AD (5063 AM): 937 Before Armageddon/ 3407 After Flood/ 1944 Olympiad Calendar

Mount Etna in Sicily erupted attended by earthquakes killing 15,000 people even as far as 18 miles away in the village of Catania. (1) Mount Etna in Sicily erupted, attended by earthquakes killing 15,000 people even as far as 18 miles away.

1. Great Disasters 90-91

1178 AD (5072 AM): 928 Before Armageddon/ 3416 After Flood

A monk named Gervase recorded that at Canterbury, England monks watched in amazement as a clearly visible crescent moon split in two, then set on fire like a torch, turning black on June 25th. (1) What is described is either a volcanic eruption on the moon or the impact of a meteorite. This impact begins a 868 year timeline (434+434) to the impact of a gigantic object into the North American continent in 2046 AD. 434 years is a period of Judged Time, as shown in Chronicon I.

1. Voyages of the Pyramid Builders 211

1179 AD (5073 AM): 927 Before Armageddon/ 3417 After Flood

The Third Lateran Council summoned by Pope Alexander III was attended by over one thousand bishops and abbots, even from England, Scotland and Ireland along with many dignitaries representing the kings and queens of Europe. This council formerly condemned the Albigensians in France, reiterating the decrees of 1163. This set the stage for the Catholic Church's extermination of these innocent and God-fearing people. Snorri Sturleson of Iceland born in this year (died 1241 AD). He would translate the Vikings eddas from older manuscripts that have not survived.
1182 AD (5076 AM): 924 Before Armageddon/ 3420 After Flood/ 2112 Divided Kingdom

The Jews are expelled from France. (1) This year is 2592 years (864x3) after the ancient Israelites invaded and took the lands of Lower Syria called Argob and Bashan from the Amorites in 1411 BC.

1. Jewish Supremacism 199

1187 AD (5081 AM): 919 Before Armageddon/ 3425 After Flood

The Kurdish ruler of Egypt was Saladin, the sultan. He preached a holy war against the European Christians occupying the Holy Land and his Muslim army invaded and took Jerusalem, Tiberias and in the Battle of Hattin he defeated the Crusaders and captured 30,000 of them, killing the Knights Templars in the vicinity, these men particular feared and hated. At this time the European holding of the Knights Templar numbered over 7000 estates and foundations in France, England, Portugal, Castile, Leon, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, Italy and Sicily. (1) Saladin's acts initiated the Third Crusade, which would last through 1192 AD. The Templars relocate their headquarters to Paris.

1. Pirates and the Lost Templar Fleet 94-95; 2. Wars That Changed the World 41

1190 AD (5084 AM): 916 Before Armageddon/ 3428 After Flood

Christian Crusaders about to embark on a Crusade were disgruntled about the tremendous amount of debt they owed to Jewish moneylenders. They were about to set out from York, England when instead they incited riots and mobs attacked the local Jewish moneylenders and their families, threatening them with conversion or death. One hundred and fifty Jewish men and women were killed and this infamous incident has since been known as the York Massacre. (1) Interestingly, this was date by Ephraim of Bon at the year 4551, which means that he took as Year One the year 3361 BC. (see Chronicon 1)

1. History in Quotations 183

1194 AD (5088 AM): 912 Before Armageddon/ 4032 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 4008 Anno Pyramid/ 3432 After Flood/ 2640 After Exodus/ 2600 Year of Israel/ 930 Coptic Calendar

The Yellow River in China overflowed its banks and destroyed the capital city of Kaifeng, altering its course by 200 miles and bringing about the collapse of the Song Dynasty. (1) This was exactly 1400 years after 207 BC when the Ch'in Dynasty collapsed.

1. Voyages of the Pyramid Builders 211

1200 AD (5094 AM): 906 Before Armageddon/ 3438 After Flood/ 1944 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1244 Roman Julian

Nile river in Egypt fails to rise causing famine that lasts through 1202 that results with official death toll of 100,000 people, but it is admitted that the unofficial death toll far exceeded this. (1)

1. Great Disasters 65

1202 AD (5096 AM): 904 Before Armageddon/ 3440 After Flood

At the height of the famine in Egypt with the land already filled with the dead and diseased, earthquakes began on May 20th, a series of them. These quakes were felt as far as Syria. (1) Entire ships with their crews vanished in ports without a trace as the sea was agitated. On through 1204 the Fourth Crusade is diverted away from the Holy Land to Constantinople. (2) King John of England invaded France because the French would not recognize his legitimacy. In 1199 he had usurped the throne after the death of his brother. (3)
Later in life he would be poisoned to death. Even this early in European history the nobility of Europe was multicultural, intermarriage was prolific in the unending alliances and treaties between England, Normandy, France and the other European powers.

1. Great Disasters 65; 2. Wars That Changed the World 41; 3. Infamous Murderers p. 17

1204 AD (5098 AM): 902 Before Armegeddon/ 3442 After Flood
The Crusaders sack the Greek city of Byzantium (Constatinople), the capital of the former eastern Roman Empire. Discontent with losses in the Holy Land, hunger, lack of pay and general anarchy led up to the sacking of the city.

1206 AD (5100 AM): 900 Before Armegeddon/ 3444 After Flood
Asian warlord of Mongolia named Temujin is given the title of Universal Ruler by an assembly of the Mongol clan leaders, a title better known to the west as Genghis Khan.

1209 AD (5103 AM): 897 Before Armegeddon/ 3447 After Flood
In this year was committed one of the greatest crimes against humanity conducted by the Roman Catholic Church. Dominic de Guzman zealously persecuted and murdered Cathars in southern France and in the church his deeds became known and praised. The Papacy recognized Dominic for his brutality and savagery against the enemies of the Church, those people who disagreed with Catholic doctrine. The Dominican Order was founded, an order of priests trained to torture their victims until "confessions" were extracted, then to publicly execute by burning those who "confessed." The Inquisition begins with Pope Innocent III in a campaign of unrestricted terror and violence against the people of southern France. (1) The Cathars and Albigensians (Cathari: Pure Ones) believed that the Papacy was corrupt and not the Mouth of God. These European puritans were deeply religious Christians who believed that everyone should have access to the Word of God, not just the priests. The Pope sent Papal armies into entire villages and cities of southern France and systematically eradicated the population. Survivors were rounded up and tortured by the Dominicans before their executions. This genocide lasted until 1244 AD, 35 years, and when Pope Innocent III was asked how the soldiers were to determine between who was a Cathar and who was among the regular population offrance, he responded, "Kill them all. God will know his own." (2)

1. Mysteries and Magic 94; 2. The Merovingian Mythos 14-15

1212 AD (5106 AM): 894 Before Armegeddon/ 5520 Phoenix Chronology/ 3450 After Flood
Planet Phoenix passed through the inner solar system completing its 138 year orbit. No records of a sighting known to author. A peculiar story relates to this year. A teenage boy in France named Stephen of Cloyes was visited by a celestial being, or so he believed, in the form of a voice that instructed him to collect together fifty thousand children to leave their homes and families to embark on a holy war for God and take back the Holy Land from the evil Muslims. This began the Children's Crusade. Word spread and children from all over Europe travelled toward Constantinople and southeast toward Jerusalem. Researcher John Keel wrote that the thousands and thousands of children involves vanished en masse. At the time the popular explanation was that they disappeared because they had been abducted by slavers. (1) Keel believes that slavery only accounts for a small percentage of these lost children and provides evidence in his book Our Haunted Planet that these children, entire villages and even ocean-going ships have all had their entire populations and crews abducted by extraterrestrial beings. This is exactly 828 years (two Cursed Earth periods of 414 years) before 2040 AD then Phoenix initiates a poleshift and millions of children will wander the ruined cities of Europe aimlessly searching for family, friends, food and shelter.
1. Our Haunted Planet 188

1214 AD (5108 AM): 892 Before Armageddon/ 3452 After Flood

Chenghis Khan led the Mongol army against China and defeated them, collapsing the Qin Dynasty by capturing Peking. Then he captured Turkestan, Persia, Armenia, India to Lahore and southern Russia.

1215 AD (5109 AM): 891 Before Armageddon/ 4320 Vedic Calendar/ 3453 After Flood/ 3113 After Babel

King John of England drafted the Magna Carta, guaranteeing the rights and privileges of the nobility and Church against monarchal influence while providing concessions to the commons. Famous for establishing trial-by-jury, which was actually an ancient Roman institution. Also in this year the Fourth Lateran Council called by Pope Innocent III urged the enactment of laws against Jews in the Papal States, especially Spain. (1)

1. Christ: The Power and the Passion 95

1216 AD (5110 AM): 890 Before Armageddon/ 3454 After Flood/ 1800 Fall of Judah/ 1260

Roman Julian/ 690 Anno Domini Begun

The Papacy in Rome officially recognized the Order of the Dominicans in honor of Dominic de Guzman, to combat heresy and the enemies of the Church. (1) As the Catholic Church’s secret police, they would be responsible for the countless horrid deaths of many people. These men would grow into an international organization dedicated to preserving Roman Catholic interests as espionage agents and counterinsurgency operatives. Through the Dominican Order the Church would become unbelievably rich as innocents were falsely accused, tortured to death or executed afterward and all their estates confiscated by the Church because they were proclaimed as "heretics." (2)

1. The Jesus Papers 95; 2. Christ: The Power and the Passion 95

1217 AD (5111 AM): 889 Before Armageddon/ 3455 After Flood

On through 1221 AD, the Fifth Crusade, not much is accomplished in Egypt. (1)

1. Wars That Changed the World 41

1219 AD (5113 AM): 887 Before Armageddon/ 3457 After Flood

Mongol armies led by Chenghis Khan overran the Shah of Iran (Persia), invading the Khwarezm Empire. There was no intention of the invading such a far away region until the Persians apprehended a group of Mongol merchants, robbed them of their wares, treated them disrespectfully and shaved off their faces and burned the skin so their hair would not grow back. Released with nothing, some made it back to tell the other Mongols and after hearing the story Khan demanded reimbursement from the Muslims but was refused. Angered, the Mongol army travelled over 2000 miles simply to retrieve the head of the Shah of Persia. Invading Persia, the Mongols raided villages and towns, destroyed castles and killed all Islamic people they came across. Entire fields of livestock were slaughtered in retribution, left rotting. Though severely outnumbered, the Mongols through organized ferocity effectively slew 75% of all those living in the Khwarezm Empire. The Shah fled 200 miles to the Caspian Sea shore and committed suicide when an elite force of Mongols caught up with him, men that were determined to get his head.

1225 AD (5119 AM): 881 Before Armageddon/ 4039 Anno Pyramid/ 3463 After Flood/ 2000 Olympiad Year

In the 476th year of the Abbasid Dynasty it ends with Al-Nasir's rule in Baghdad. (1)

1228 AD (5122 AM): 878 Before Armageddon/ 4600 Olmec Calendar/ 4340 Mayan Calendar/ 3466 After Flood/ 1980 Year of Rome

King Frederick II of Germany was raised in a court that allowed him the opportunity to acquire a Muslim view of Christianity as well as his Christian view of Islam. (1) As a regent he was constantly at variance with the Pope and the Papal assumptions of power. When Pope Gregory IX excommunicated him it was because he would not carry out Papal orders and join in the Church's intrigues. With a flair of genius Frederick wrote a letter and sent copies to all the kings and queens of Europe, an indictment against the Papacy for the Pope's political meddling and ambition, even suggesting the unification of Europe against the Papacy. Wisely, he directed the monarchies of Europe to the immense ill-gotten wealth of the Church. This terrible threat to the Roman Church was 690 years (138x5) after the rise of the Papacy in 538 AD. Despite excommunication, Frederick II embarked on the Sixth Crusade and consulted with the Sultan of Egypt, which resulted with a treaty on financial matters that resulted with the transfer of Jerusalem to Christian control. The peaceful takeover gained Frederick fame throughout Europe and he was proclaimed King of Jerusalem. He returned to Germany with his army and found that in his absence the Pope and sent the Papal armies into Germany, but Frederick easily ran them out of his country. The Pope even granted him absolution from excommunication. (2)

1. A Short History of the World 184; 2. ibid p. 187; 3. ibid p. 186; 4. Wars That Changed the World 41; 56

1231 AD (5125 AM): 875 Before Armageddon/ 3469 After Flood

Pope Gregory IX, nephew of Pope Innocent III, passed the Excommunicamus, the constitution of the Inquisition permitting formal persecutions of heretics (those disagreeing with the Roman Catholic Church). (1)

1. Mysteries and Magic 94

1232 AD (5126 AM): 874 Before Armageddon/ 3470 After Flood/ 1944 Orbital-Alteration/ 756 Fall of Rome

In Kaifeng, China, an epidemic killed over 900,000 people in just five days. (1)

1. History in Quotations 98

1239 AD (5133 AM): 867 Before Armageddon/ 3477 After Flood

Pope Gregory IX excommunicated King Frederick II again, and again Frederick II responded by sending a damaging letter to all the rulers of Europe suggesting the confiscation of all Church property... for the good of the Church. This idea was ever since then at the back of the minds of the European kings. (1)

1. A Short History of the World 186

1240 AD (5234 AM): 866 Before Armageddon/ 3478 After Flood/ 1552 Seleucid Calendar

The Mongols, utilizing gun powder invented by the Chinese, made nearly all of Russia tributary to the Mongols, further plundering Poland.

1241 AD (5135 AM): 865 Before Armageddon/ 3479 After Flood

The Mongol Tartars invaded Poland and Hungary and in the Battle of Lignitz totally defeated the Europeans. Another force of Tartars were defeated by an army of Hungarians.

1242 AD (5136 AM): 864 Before Armageddon/ 6480 Anunnaki Chronology/ 5550 Phoenix Chronology/ 5280 Orbital Chronology/ 4680 Descent of Watchers/ 4080 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 3480 After Flood/ 1554 Seleucid Calendar
The Holy Office of the Spanish Inquisition established in Aragon, by the Dominicans. (1) More innocent people will perish under the Spanish Inquisition in Spain than the Muslims ever killed in their Moorish invasions over five centuries previously. This year was 414x3, or three Cursed Earth periods of 414 years each (1242 years) Anno Domini, and 864 years before Armageddon in 2106 AD. On the Anunnaki timeline this was 6480 years, or 1080x6.

1. History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200 p. 536

1244 AD (5138 AM): 862 Before Armageddon/ 5552 Phoenix Chronology/ 3482 After Flood/ 768 Fall of Rome
This is the final year of the Émir Cathar genocide in southern France. Papal armies had been for 35 years hunting and slaughtering all the men, women and children of the Christian Cathars because they refused to submit to the Roman Catholic Church, which promoted idolatry, the indulgences of sin, Mariolatry and many other Church doctrines contrary to the original Christian faith maintained by the Cathari. The last of the Cathars are butchered by Catholic soldiers at Montsegur. As seen over and over in Chronicon I, the calendrical sum of 1244 years related over and over to ancient Israelite history, and the Cathars were at this time the greatest of all sufferers among the descendants of Israel in Europe. Also in this year the Muslims captured Jerusalem (1), this being 622 years after the Muslim calendar began in 622 AD. This was also 2170 years (434x5) after the Egyptians took Jerusalem in 927 BC and sacked the Temple. In this year Frederick II of Austria granted lending and borrowing rights to the Jews. Quickly other European countries adopted these rules and Jews emigrated to them hastily, i.e. Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, Silesia, Lithuania, Austria. (2)

1. The Secrets of Time 209; 2. History in Quotations 177

1246 AD (5140 AM): 860 Before Armageddon/ 3484 After Flood/ 3144 After Babel/ 1998 Year of Rome/ 770 Fall of Rome/ 720 Anno Domini Begun Europeans recorded appearance of The Great Comet, which was also witnessed by Roger Bacon.

1247 AD (5141 AM): 859 Before Armageddon/ 3485 After Flood
The Egyptian Muslims reoccupy Jerusalem and would stay for 270 years until 1517 AD when the Ottoman Turks took the region. (1)

1. Chrisan: The Power and the Passion 17

1248 AD (5142 AM): 858 Before Armageddon/ 4620 Olmec Calendar/ 3486 After Flood/ 2000 Year of Rome
The Seventh Crusade against the Muslim Egyptians occupying Jerusalem would last on through 1254, against the Mamelukes. The Mamelukes in control of Egypt were originally slave-soldiers brought from Central Asia. (1) The historical record even has Saladin the Kurd as being a Mameluke. The Mamelukes would have been Slavic and Central Asian Caucasians, former White Christian children raised to be Muslim soldiers to fight against White Christian Crusaders in the same way the Turks took the children of Christians and turned them into Muslim killers called the Janissaries.

1. Wars That Changed the World 41

1252 AD (5146 AM): 854 Before Armageddon/ 3490 After Flood/ 1296 Roman Julian/ 776 Fall of Rome
Pope Innocent IV authorized torture as a method useful to the Inquisition to extract confessions from heretics (religious dissidents) thus beginning a Church-sponsored reign of terror allowing unscrupulous people to eliminate their enemies, political rivals and commercial competitors. Even young girls jealous of other girls falsely accused victims who were then
tortured until they "confessed" to the imaginary offense. The civil government got into the act when the Church shared what it confiscated from the heretic's estates. The Crusades by this time had little to do with a Church desire to reoccupy Jerusalem and everything to do with a scheme in killing the husbands of women left widowed throughout Europe. These unfortunate women were preyed on by the Roman Catholic Church through the Inquisition as Dominican monks literally abducted them by the thousands, put them to horrible trials of tortures and then burned them as heretics and witches. Christian females whose husbands had died to liberate Jerusalem made the Roman Church wealthy.

1254 AD (5148 AM): 852 Before Armageddon/ 3492 After Flood/ 2700 After Exodus/ 1998 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 990 Coptic Calendar

In this year ended the Seventh Crusade, unsuccessful in liberating Jerusalem from Muslim rule. Planet NIBIRU ascends out of the Deep and passes through the inner solar system after 732 years below the ecliptic, beginning its 60 year journey over the sun to complete its 792 year orbit in 1314 AD. During this same 60 years Scotland will be oppressed by England until 1314 AD. In 1254 AD Alexander III reigned peacefully over Scotland when trouble brewed against him. Alan Durward, joined by the ears of March, Strathearn and Carrick, Robert de Brus and Alexander the Steward, kidnapped King Alexander III and Queen Margaret. (1) Later released they were confined again, and again released. This began 60 years until 1314 when Robert the Bruce, descendant of Robert de Brus, delivered Scotland from English domination at the Battle of Bannockburn in the same year of NIBIRU's exit from the inner system. Also in this year King Louis IX of France barred Jews from moneylending and said that they should live by trade and manual labor like others. (2) Brother Jehan Haithan, an Armenian prince who became a monk in France, travelled to Mount Ararat in Turkey and personally saw the remains of Noah's Ark from a distance. (3) He wrote that Noah's Ark was visible at all time high up in the snow of Mount Ararat. (4) Lastly, Mongol chief Mogo was targeted by the Assassins so the Mongols seige all the Assassin strongholds in the Muslims lands. (5) The Mongol invasion of Persia and other Islamic regions in this year was 1500 years after the emergence of the Parthian Dynasty in the Middle East in 247 BC. The oppression of Scotland by England, two peoples descended from tribes of Israel, was first 2664 years (666x4) after the Israelites invaded Bashan and Argob in 1411 BC and took the lands from the Amorites. And this was 1998 years (666x3) after 745 BC when the Israelites were deported by the Assyrians into the Middle East and Central Asia. This year was exactly 54 jubilees (2700 years) after the Exodus of Israel from Egypt in 1447 BC.

1. William Wallace 37; 2. Jewish Supremacism 167; 3. In Search of Noah's Ark 77; 4. The Incredible Discovery of Noah's Ark 161; 5. Pirates and the Lost Templar Fleet 95

1256 AD (5150 AM): 850 Before Armageddon/ 3494 After Flood/ 2000 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1300 Roman Julian

The Mongols under Huelgu Khan crushed the Assassins and burned their Great Library in the fortress of Alamut. (1) The Frisian Oera Linde Manuscript was rewritten and additions to the text form other extant versions were made. This work asserts that the recomposition was made in the 3449th year after the Great Flood, which it provides as account of. (2) This indicates the year 2194 BC (1701 AM) as being the year they thought the Flood occurred, remarkably, only 45 years off the true 2239 BC date.

1. Pirates and the Lost Templar Fleet 95-96; 2. Secret Cities of Old South America 362

1258 AD (5152 AM): 848 Before Armageddon/ 3496 After Flood/ 1800 Buddhist Calendar

This year ends the 11th baktun of the Mayan Long-Count Calendar started in 3113 BC, this being 1,584,000 days, or 4144,000x11 days. This leaves two baktuns (288,000 days) until the total end of the Long-Count in 2046 AD when NIBIRU passes close to Earth. Haloga Khan